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'lhe Quinault Reservation was never made l:. sustained yield tm:i.t / 

as authorized under:the Act of ?-!arch 29, 19lt!} (58 S;:.at. 132), but, 

rather, the timber-sales were made in accord -with 25 CFR 61.13-16 

(now 141.13-16). IAl~8.4. Undoubtedly, one reason for this was the 

necessity for consent of the Indians before such a unit couJ.d be 

established. At that period of time the Quinault Tribe a~d allotcees 

were not well disposed toward sustained yield requirements ::ince this 

meant that a number of allottees and members of the tribe ,;ould p::obably 

not realize any income from their tin:ber during thc:i.r lifoi:imes. 

VM45. 2. However, it is evident in the forest of f.icers -rev.:,:rts thc:.t 

much consideration was given to the sustained yic)d requirenents. 

IIJ46.l, IIA48.l, IIR50.2. 

The 1954 management pl~.n was never officially •·rprovcd, but 

Superintendent Ringcy stated that it had been fol1ry;;·ed .:,s 1;:·Jch ~s 

practicable until circumstances made it obi;olete. IA59.7. Considera

tion was given to revising it, but it was decided the cc-n.strmtly changing 

ownership status of the land made this an impracbcd tasi~. IA59J,-8. 

The primary obstacle to the development of a m;:;nage-;n:-~t plan for 

the reservation has been the extremely diversified ownerr'15,p of the 

lands. IJ46.2, IIA48.l, VA49.l, VIIIA54.l, IA59.6-7 and VIIJA62.l. 

Because of the nature of this ownership, constant p::,cssui:e Las been 

exerted to dispose of the timber irrespective of forC:stry, community 

or industrial considerntions. See VIIIA54.l, and the docum~nt suL2aries 

of the desire of the allottees for immediate sale found under the Timini 

of the Sale Issl:e. Also, there is the prolilc:n of the .:,_uthority to expend 
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Federal funds on priv~,te l<:r. ~:.:, for ,~c:.:.',)n~,-,,.:,.i;,ion. ~ce ·n:"IA54. l ;and 

also Reforestation 1~,sue. ',i;1,~re Ls i:l:.:o t:1~'. ind<i.::Jy :0 ::,,£:fer b).ocks 

land among trust land:; also n:.1a~s i.t y,ery c::. ftic".:.: t to pc:u.::tice 

in the Queets unit. It had been pJ::-,r·.ncd to offeT. .'.1i..s i-:1:U: for ,,·,_le 

in 1956 or 1957 upon c.01:1pletion of ..::.c BouH:.:.r C;·,.rc!: and qui.nault Lake 

units. VIIIA54.l, IQ55. l. 'Ihis pl:-,:.i., howc,·-::;:-, .·,::.:: appwe,,tly .:-:'.Y.:.:-_doned 

by 1958. IA58.6. The potential di{ficulU.e~• fol· :forest ;·,: 0 ,1.ag:::,,.(,nt in 

the Queets unit were anticipated at that tic,:, an,} it w;:.,; recory;_:Lzecl 

that it was rapidly becoming c.n ir:,;:-;c,,r.dblc :,J.tuati.v,-,,. IJ...SB. 2 s.nd 

IIA58.3. 

(Note: Most likely, with the critici::-,,1:'3 of the sale o:f the lc.rge 

units and the lack of any definite r,lan fo, 8ellli·:; th.:: Q,;r.ets unit, 

and with the mood of Congres,; for t(!Dninat:i.0n a!"c' rhe g,r,'D.t nu:,,bcr of 

requests for fee patents an<l supervised s,:dcs wit:l-.~.,1 the nn:i.t, the BIA 

gave up the resistance.) 

As an attempt to help solve the managcncnt P'~ohlcms nn th8 reserva

tion, a plan was suggested by Libby in 1%2. to co,,.h!rt o,racrship of thece 

lands to a single o·wner, either the United States or the tribe. VIIIA62. l. 

The Area Director agreed in principJ c with this p:'..:~r.1, ar:d transnittcd it 

to the Washington office. IIA6 2. 3. The lr acr p-::o,iscd consic!2r;ition 

of the proposal, but apparently were not i~~ressed with 010 uniqueness 

of the Quinault problem. IIA62. l and IIA6!+.3. Ten years later the 

Pierovich study group, on behalf of the Quin.::.ult Tt~ibe, r.:.a<le b~sically 
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the same suggestio:1::: as L::.t>by to convert to 3 sin3le c~nership. 

IIA72.6. 

Areas for Further 

1. Did the BJA eve::.:- make re~ 11 fore~t ,,orkint"~ plan" for the Quinault 

Reservation inc cr.:.plianc•:, with t!"ic~ objectives of the General Forest 

Regulations? VIIA36 .1. 

2. Obtain the 1931 r,,ublic,1tio::1 by Lee Muck. See IIA38.3. 

3. · What are the forest m:.n°,,gemen'.: ple.ns referred to by Supt. 

\_ Lavatta in letteni to allottees? IA4~.G, IA43.8 and IA44.9. 

4. What was the impetus fo,: the hue.get esthnate for a detailed 

management plan in 1947? IL~l.7. 2 •. 

5. Were the surveys needed for.long-range manaecment plans 

requested in 191+9 ever corducted 't 'Lti.L; 9. 15. 

6. What were the pl:ms being considered for the Queets unit in 

1955? IQ55. l. 

7. Why was no action tak(!l' on the 1954 m'lnagement plan written 

by Ken Hadley? IA58.6. 

8. Was the program for r.1orc intensive management of Indian forests 

started by Harold "v:eaver around 1960 e:ver considered for the Quinault 

Reservation? IIA60.l. 

9. Obtain the memo7:·,mdum by Hr. Lruce referred to in IIA64.3. 

10. What are the Fc~1eral rq;ulatory problems in regard to a land 

acquisition progr~m referred to in IIA72.4? 

· 11. liere any conclusions mul.e from a study of the land management 

cooperative syste:-i by the fcr~'~;try br:n,ch referred to in IIA72.4? 

!; 
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MAi~AGEHENT PLANS - DOCUHr,~H SU1-}!ARIES 

IA35. ll ·· Letter from Su?t. N. O. Nicholson to Secretary-Treasurer 
F. W. Hathiss of the Olympic Peninsula Development League, 6/19/3~1. 

- Ac1mowlcdges request for a plan of sustained yield for timbei: on 

t:h2 Quincn1lt Rc~;ervation. 

- States 1·egular personnel have not had time to work up a plan. 

- Undersu,nds that the Forest Service has spent much time in uorkiug out 

specific ,md general details covering a sustained yield cutting program 

for the entire Olympic Peninsula and lt _is possible·they have data for 

the Quin.:n1lt Reservation. 

VIIA36.l - General forest regulations, 4/23/36. 

- States the objectives sought in the rr.anagement of Indian forests. 

- Genernlly the objectives are centered round the perpetuation of the 

fo~est and a policy of sustained yield. 1bese policies were to be given 

pxactical expression through the medium of forest working plans for all 

reservations of major importance. Such working plans were to contain 

a statcme~,t of how the policies of the Indian Service are to be applied 

on a given Indian forest with a definite program of action for a speci

fied period in the future. These plans were to give 'the necessary basis 

for consistent action over the long period necessary to grow timber. 

IA39.14 - (a) Letter from Director of Forests Lee Muck to Supt. N. O. 
Nicholson, 10/15/38. 

- Refers to Nicholson's letter of 10/7 discussing forest policy for 
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the Q,iinault ReservaU on and requesting advice on a suggestion for a 

confer:.::,nce with Quinn.ult Indians to formulate a fon,st po1.i~y. 

- States that the policy of selective logging on th,~ Quinault R~c;r:rva

tion is fully established, and that all future sales will not perr,1it 

destructive n1ethods 8nd that a policy of light selection cutting must 

prevail. In view of the fact. that the Indian Reorg2.nization. Act 

provides for sustained yield forest management, the Departc,ent is in 

a position which will not permit compromising itself regarding the 

practice of sound forestry. 

- Dou},ts, therefore, that under the circumstances it would be advisable 

to attempt to reconci.le the. position taken by the Indians on the questioD. 

of selection cutting methods. 

(b) Letter from Supt. N. o. Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian 

Affnirs, 2/11/39. 

- Refers to (a). 

- Disegrees with statement in (a) that the practice of selective losgin; 

on the Quin:i,ilt Reservation is fully established and points out that 

only 6/i.O acres have been selectively logged, whereas 30,000 acres have 

been clear-cut. 

- Refers to letter of 9/10/37 which presented the position of the Indi,.ns 

on the cutting policies and in going over the general forestry regula

tions, V,IU,36.1, states he fails to see that the policies proposed by 

the Indians are in conflict with the said regulations. 

- States the Indians feel strongly that the timber values in their 

individual allotments should not be sacrificed in experiments involving 

sel<?ctivc loz;f;ing or ot:1er con,?arativcly untried methods. 
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- Refers to the: wind throw problem and refers to the alternative policy 
.-

of cutting alternate settincs. 

- States opb :.on that such forest policy as applied on the Quinault 

Reser-vo:tion should recognize fully that the reservation is entirely 

allotted and that the ownership is individual rather than tribal. 

IIA38.3 - Report by Forest Supervisor James A. Ho;1arth, Jr., and Senior 
Fon:,st Rr,:, 6crs L. C. McKeever and Frank Briggs, to Supt. N. O. 
Nicholson, 11 /10/38. 

- Concerns suntained yield policy and its application to the Quinault 

Indim1 Rescrv:?.tion. 

- Refers to regulations, VIIA36.l. 

- RE!fors to Indian Se1"'1ice publication entitled "The Status of Indian 

Fore,;ts in RelatioE to a National Progrrun of Sustained Yield," written 

in 1931 by LcC! Huck. In that publication, l1uck -proposed a cut of 

70 million rer year for 40 years for the Quinault Reservation. It 

appc~rs that the proposal is conservative since the growth figured to 

be 122.5 million feet per year. 

- Discusses the problems of small sales and proposes that one big sale 

of the timber in the northwest half of the reservation appears to be 

the best solution unless the Government will buy up the timber. Fitting 

the need fo:c the ir:.dividual owner to the present regulations, suggests: 

(a) avoid logzing stands of hemlock or white fir until there 

is good consumer demand and price; 

(b) that other types of stands log at least 50% of the volume; and 

(c) cst<lol:i.sh a mi.nir:nim of 50 million and a ma:dmu.'11 of 100 million 

per year cut. 
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- If the regulations couln be modified to protect the individual 

Indian's interest, ·suggesr.s: 

(a) log 20% to 50% of old growth hemlock c!nd white fir imd 

nothin8 in younger stands of these species; 

{b) in other types, log up to 75% of the volume; and 

(c) increase the average per year cut to not less than 100 

million feet. 

IA40.6 -

(a) Letter from Actini\sst. Secretary W. C. Mendenhall to the 
Attorney General, 10/5/40. 

- Refers to (b) and the case of Harvev E~st-r,.rm v. United Stat,~s. 

- States that further search has failed to disclose that Congress 

has formally recognized or ratified the General Timber Sale Rcgulati0ns 

or the General Forest Regulations. 

- However, the purposes sought in the General Forest Regulations can 

be found on pp. 198-199 of the Annual Report of the Secretary of tb:: 

Interior for the year ending June 30, 1936. 
,,. 

- Also, Senate Document No. 12 of the 73d Congress, 1st Sess. ;entitled 
-,; 

"A National Plan for American Forestry," more corr.monly known as the 

Copelanci Report, on p~. 607-632, deals with Indian f6rests. 

(b) Letter from Asst. Secretary Oscar Chapman to The Attorney 
Generaly, 8/13/40. 

- Concerns case of Harvev East,:ian v. Ut1itcd St:1.tes. 

- States the first regulations for management of forests on tribal and 

allotted Indian l~nds ~~re 3pproved by the Sccret~ry of the Interior on 
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June 29, 1911.. ':he J.::,,:.: re<' :::'..on .woe: c.pprnvul on Y;q 18, 1936. 

IA43.6 - Lettc,r. .Crom SJ 1;t. Cr::o:r3e L.2V<',tta t::) Allottce Jonah Cole, 8/21/43. 

- Refers to request fa~ sale o~ timb2r on cllotme~t. 

- States in th~ best interest~ of all allottces, it has been necessary 

to adopt a gene;:al pl,a,1 of c,1 '.:'.::ing Jo,· the ;:,:,~,~rv,.':tion and the establish
of 

ment of logging units on w"z1tc1, sale/ t::.uber -'.' s a \i;h::,le can best be 

accomplished. 

- Sale of timber from separc1te individual aTlotments upsets the established 

general cutting plan of the n~serv?t::Gn. In vie·w of these circu.'":lstances, 

they cannot approve the sale cf the tfr1ber 0,1 his allom.ent, but assures 

him that it will be p.'.'.:.t of a unit \;'iii.ch ,:i, l later be sold within the 

general cutting plan of the r.;c:serv;•,i :Lon. 

IA43.8 - Letter from Supt. George La\c.tta t:o AJ.lottee J. W. McClellan, 
12/15/l.3. 

- States that in complying u:i.th the forest r:12nage::1ent plans, sale of 

timber on the rcserv,1t.ion is :-1ppro';cd only ia definite timber units, 

conforming with the lorig-ra,tz2 cutti:1g prograi:1. 

- Therefore, the indiscrirn:im.te cutting of timber from individual allot-

ments would not be ~pproved. 

IA44.9 - Letter fro:n Supt. G,:.:orge LaVatta to George Welsh, 1/26/44. 

- Refers to letter on behalf of Allottee Jasper Butler. 

States in order to approve n timb~r sale on the reservation it is 

necessary that the a} lotment be inch·clcd ,,:Lthin a timber unit desi cnated 
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under general forest management and sustained yield cutting plans. 

IIA44.6 - Memorandum from A.G. Hauge to Supt. George LaVatta, 6/5/44. 

- This is response to a request from Asst. Director of Forestry J. D. 

Lamont of 5/19/44 for information regarding timber to be cut in the 

first cutting cycle. 

- Discusses some of the factors governing management and cutting practices 

on the Quinault Reservation. 

- These include the broken topography, the poor drainage, the density 

of the stands, the abundant rainfall and high wind, and the shallow 

root system. 

- Concludes that only clearcutting, with the leaving of continuous 

reserved green blocks or strips, is practical. 

Estimates the remaining timber at 2 billion foe.t, which would require 

a period of 40 years to complete, given an annual cut of 50 million feet. 

This is the cut which would work in with tentative plans for the Grays 

Harbor Region. However, Indians have expressed desire that their allot

ments be cut and have suggested an annual cut of 100 million feet per 

year. 

IA44.4 - Letter from Asst. Secretary Oscar Chapman to Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, 6/15/44. 

- Public Law 273, 78th Cong., 2d sess, approved 3/29/44, authorizes 

the Secretary to include any forest land under his jurisdiction within 

sustained yield forest units. This will be done where it is found to 

be necessary in order to stabilize co:s:1,.mities, for':'st industries, 
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depend on their ccr{s~n t. 

- Suggests tha.t ir:medL1te attention be. 13ivt:,- to fc1,· :ulati:1;:. ;_)lan:- far 

management plans. 

IA44. l - Letter from Acting Directoi: of Forcc:try .', D. L~.,;,~,•.t to ::::,..1pt. 
George LaVatta, 7/7/li!i. 

- Refers to a conference concerning ti",ber n:-;.tte,:,~ Jn Cc:,_.-'..scion,.'.,: 

Zirranerman's office on June 30. 

- Discusses idea of the allottees' poolin3 t,1c.ir :L,·,-,::re~;!:s :i.n th' uI'.sohl 

timber north of the Quinault River :i.nto an D ssoci:, ': .. i.:m. 

VM45. 2 - Report of a meeting ,,ith the Tribal Counc:LL l,y l'orcster 
Carthon Patric, 7/18/45. 

for saw timber, the length of time "ould be suhst:;;:, c ial l:· 1.ong•:.1:' i.:h2n 

if managed for pulpwood. Since the Quinault IndL::.:,.s ha0 ecc2ptcd the 

IRA, they were governed by the sustained yield requirementf; of Lh::.t act. 

If managed .for pulpwood, a substantially larger volrnne cou::.d be cut per 

year than if managed for saw timber. If mannr,ed fo-::pulp\:-c:od, the length of 

rotation would be about 60 years, which would p9a11 that the rem;o . .L,:iing 

timber to be cut would be di:.;tributed over ~pproxir-.2.tely n l:O-y0:n: perind, 

and the maxi~um annual cut would be approximately 60 milliGn feet. 

- States that several members of the Council rnade objections to the fact 

that under sustained yield □~nagenent many of ttJ ~llott~~s ~ould not 
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receive mon~y for their timber for at lc~Jt 40 ycar3. 

IIJ46 .1 - Report 1,y Fore.rtcr Ca.:-U,::in I'r.trie and Sc•nior Forest R2n7,er L. C. 
McKeever, 8/31/46. 

- Concerns proposed sale of the Taholah uait. 

- Beginning on p. 16 is a discun~i0n of the mnnaz~rnent considerations 

for the sale. 

- Includes short history of the legging o~ the ~~servation. 

Discusses the problem in the reforestation or the cutover area south 

of the river. 

- States that gene:r2lly the situation ow:rall ,: 0
'.,~ provul to be better 

tl1an originally anticipated in rerrodustion. 

- Following discussion of the site ,quality oc\ th~ reservation c:.ncl growth 

studies by Dr. Walter }1eye!", stc:t2Ll bel:i.r'f tha': the interests of the 

Quinault Indians would best be served by diroct5ug the growth capacity 

of the forests principally towarc', pulp r,,d ced2:: pole production and 

by as rapid a turnover on tree capital as possible co~~cnsurate with 

the rate of return. 

Also concludes that the Quinc::ult Indi.rms would be most benefitted by 

a rotation of 60 years. 

- On the basis that the reproduction on cutover are<:1s 2vera2es 10 years 

of age,,concludes that the distribution of the cut on the remc1ining 

timber should be over a period of 50 ycc,rs. Ho'l:ever, because this 

would delay cutting over the allotments for what vould seem to nany 

allottees an unconscionably lons period, they gnvc consideration to 
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over a period of 40 years would \•~ork out sntisfactorily from both IndL:.n 

and forestry viewpoints. This would mean an annual cut of about 57.5 

million board feet. 

IJ46. 2 - Letter from District Director E. Horgan Pryse to Commissioner :,f 
Indian Affairs, 11/18/46. 

- States the greatest obstacle to the development of a sound long-range 

program for the Quinault Reservation is the extremely diversified owners:.ip 

of the lands and the non-resident status of most of the allotment ownerr;. 

Thus, there is very little community interest, and the principal concern 

is in immediate cash return for their timber. Forestry, community or 

industrial considerations and development of the resource have received 

very little sympathetic considerati.on by the Indians. Furthermore, by 

reason of legal rcstrictionsimposed on use of federal funds for projects ., 

on privately owned lands, a large part of the cutover lands are now in 

idle and unproductive condition. Supports suggestion that the allotm0nt 

owners of cutover lands be encouraged to restore ownership to the tribe. 

IIA47.2 - Letter from Supt. Melvin Helander, enclosing budget estir.iatc 
by Logging Engineer Patrick Gray and Forest Ranger L. C. 
McKeever, to District Director, 3/10/47. 

- Under forest management, estimates the f~nds needed to carry on the 

work of cruising, surveying, research, growth and yield studies, r..anage

ment planning, and public relations at $35,346.00. 

- States that if a detailed management plan is set up, approximately 

$71,000 would be needed to make a new cruise of remaining uncut timber. 
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Quinault ReseP!Ktion. 

' ... '; ... 
,. ·- .... / y 

-.·. 
.. L ·' 

.' " 1 : ' :-,. t. • .__, 

IA48.16 - Letter fro:n A:~st. Cc;~~.1is::;ic;:r'r Jc·: :, ~." 
Director E. ~organ fryse, S/21/4S. 

. ~ .. ~ 
• ..... , .... 

·•'" .,_ ~ . 
1.-t•_,' .. ,. -

- States there are several c0n£lictiu;_; fac::,::.r·; i::·ee; ·· ... ,3 ·: ."•::'ul : \'.:'.]y 

in determining the plan 

promptly. 

be sold as soon as possible. 

3. The accepted policy of sust.1.ined yi(:1.<l fey;·; :t rr:-'<:<•:,,eu: 

suggests that operations should extend over <'- rel:'.ti\0 ely }.,;,:g pC:.1.·:i.cc:. 

4. The forests should be:: clearcut in c:.:,Jcr to r:voi<l ,.;,,:b.::;equ:ant 

losses from blow dow"ll. 

5. A serious fire haz::i.rd ·which results from the'! crr-;:.t::0n o: 12.r~e 

contiguous are.:is of recent cutover 1,.nd should be ,voided. 

- States these factors and the various propo~als l1~v0 been consi~c=ed, 

and it has been concluded that the timber should b::! sold i.n four units 

a minimi_:m cut oi: 20 ::-iillion board feet annu,:.lJ.y. 
0 
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- Requests preparation of a fc,rcst; officer'.[. report incorporating these 

provisions. 

IIA48. l - Forest officer's n,port by l'orestcr Carthon Patrie and Forest 
Manager Perry Skarr,', ll/J.5/48. 

- Concerns the proposed sale of tirnb,:-.i: on the Tahoh.h, Queets and 

Crane Creek units. 

- Acknowledges that forest 1'.lAnngem<:.nt problc.r,s are most seriously 

complicated because of the a llottcd fond b~~se structure. 

- The management consideration section is an updated and slightly 

revised version of that found in ILJ46 .1. Gae major variation is that 

they recommend the cutting o.c the- b:'.L:1nce of the virgin stands in a 

period of 30 to 34 years rath~r th.s.". the 40 years recommended earlier 

in IIJ46.1. This is because they anticipate that contract extensions 

will be necessary bec~use of the conservative estirn3.te of the volume of 

timber and therefore the actual cutting pcrtod will run closer to the 

desired 40 years. 

IA48.13 - Letter from Regionnl Director E. Hocgan Pryse to Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs, 12/J.0/48. 

- Refers to IIA48.l and notes that D.nswers to questions concerning the 

future of manager:icnt ai1d sales of the voluT.e of timber as contained in 

this report would suggest a pulpwood operation for the second cut with 

a 60 to 70 year rotation provided adequate natural restocking within a 

reasonable time and adequate fire 2nd insect control. 

- States that a practical forest management plan should he ained at a 
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continuous woods operation into the sccc116 cu!:'.·;:;.,<;• 

VA49.l - Talk by Forest Hanager Perry Slrnrra b2i::11:e U,:, .~o;;,,, ·.1 C;! 

of Commerce, 2/8/49. 

broken up into individual allotments. 

- States the problem is to comply with the requirements of s1.1-:, ;_·, i.1:::.'., 

yield forest management when harvesting the tit:-.'!Jcr ard at tlv, r·:::e 

obtain an income for each individual allottee ~rithin a rcasc ,.:,L~ · 

of time. 

- This has generally been done on the reservation by selling the t:i.>.>:r 

in units. This permits method and order in harvestings and _t ;1e pu~· ;-_ ,: :.::r 

to write off development costs. 

Points out those \.'ho argue that the timber t:hould be cut i.n as c:1,:,:i:t 

a space of time as possible, that this would result in little or no 

order or method in the harvesting of the t irober, the pro tee ti o·:1 fro .1 

fire would be difficult and costly, and the 1:1.:1nagement of the prop,::·t-j 

under sustained yield would not be feasible. 

- Estimates that eventually an annual cut of 80 to 90 million feet ca:1 

be sustained indefinitely. 

IA49.15 - Letter from Regional Director E. Horgan Pryse, si:::1.1cd by ?:.cyd 
Phillips, to Supt. Melvin Helander, 3/22/49. 

- Points out the needs for surveys to obtain accurate inforrnt,t ion or, h::ic1, 

to base long-range management plans. 

- Requests details as to personnel and other costs for these survcy3. 
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IIR50. 2 - Forest 0ff1ccr' s r0~:<,rt by F0rest : ·-,~ ::,gc:: .fohn 1 ", c:,r ac; 
For~ster E~rl Wilcox, 11/9/50. 

units. 

discussion and table are given for the expected vcJ:.,:-;~s c/ :..:::,~on<l-

growth timber ;,.vailablc for cutting .t,t. the beginni'i:'."; of t;-,::: [;econ,: 

rotation. Also disc\l;;ses the potenti~l cap~city o;: the re::csr?.itic.n 

for growing tirr.ber. 

- The discussion of the indicated cutting pros;rrun is esse:1t:L~lly 

identical to th.'..l.t of ILt\48 .1, except that the requ~.xed .:inn, .. '.:'1. cut: 

indicated in the t ableo is 5,000 M less for each uciit thi.':n J::.,Hctiho,! 

in the previous reports. 
/ 

Also,}he allo·wablc cut is :i.ncrc:;,:,:.d and is 

on a tri-annual basis rather than an annual bacis. Also, ,~n adj,,:,;t: .. ::.nt 

in the projected annual cuts for the reserv;1tion is 1'1,'1de tln:ough 19S7. 

Also, a table is added ,1hich shows the drop in annual cut ex:.1~cte0 

during the first 15 ye.::.rs of the cutting on the second grro.:h bet::.·'J~;e 

of the poorly stocked· condition of a large portion of the. i:,:e:s.cnt 

cutover land and the poor area distribution in age cl~ssec c~used b; 

the burns, especially <luring 1941. This is I'litigated son-,:::,,:1.it by tr.e 

conservative estimates of the growth and the fact t!1at the time re:;uired 

to complete the cut in the virgin timber would prob.:1.bly be ~~ubst~:r.t:i.ally 
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. . 
that the annual cut should rer.1ain rel.;1tively stable (1 ;.\:;:ing the period 

of adjusting the cut frc:n the \'irgin to the ~.cc .. md-:.:;rowth t:i.1:1ber.. 
; 

IR51.4 - Letter from Supt. RayL,ond H. Bitney to Are~, Director, 5/3/51. 

- In response to a request to submit reasons \':iy the; Crane Creek and 

Queets units should be offered for sale desrite the possibility that 

Congress would n?t approve increase in fundt, nececsi~·.:y for e.<lministra

tion of the proposed sales, states, srwng other re::sons, that sound 

forest management would require the in0),diatc cut of the tir:,ber on these 

units since the timber is over-mature :'-nd it ,~ould 1;e necessary to 

remove the timber in order to restore the lnnd to lt:i productive 

capability. 

- Refers to the plan of management set forth ln IITt'.:iO. 2. 

VIIIA54. l - Management plan by Forester Kenneth H;:..cl},:y, 3/26/54. 

- States the BIA is corr:;uitted to a policy oi: ~ustainC:d yield manage-

ment. However, since Indian forest property is so closely i.nvolved 

with the welfare of Indian people, any plan of m.an:,.gcment must take 

into consideration the genernl Indian problca and be coordinated with 

the program of social and economic bcttennent. 

- Objectives of managerr,.::nt are to maintain a forest ,.,:1ich will yield 

a continuous inccrr.e fro:n the s~le of ti.mber, £..S well as wages frer.n 

employment. Another objective is to harvest the rer.aining timber in 

a manner as to insure reproduction and rr.inimize losses to fire, wind-

throw, insects end d1sec.ses. /,.nothcr c::,jcctivc is to obt:i.ia the gre<1tc:3t 
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growing timber ns 

, r:.ccrt:.,.~~:·y prod1..1ction, C:'l 

a rotation of 60 ye~rs. 

industry would also neces:.n t;_:te .. :.·c:visic-,,, 

operations on the i:-eservatio;,. l'"f' ,, ,,, 
,) ~ \ '•• ~;.. 

Past cutting practices arc ,,lso J_i :::::usse,,, 

- Reviews diseases, insect ;,nd o:L_:.:: pe~, ... ···'!:"oh:.,::.· : :on the! reservation. 

Also gives a history of pJ.3,r,ting pr.·~,jec L_; -: r, th::. ·: ::serv~;t:i.cn. 

growth timber. Includes t,:hlcs fr, ·::.catJ.,·,; tl,e e::-:.:::~i:1ateJ volum::s 

remaining on each of the units .11: 0£ th0 r:r«l of L'53. 

- Discusses the char1:'.cter of the :cc:::1in5.:~0; virz_;1:·1 ti.rab~,~ :.-md the 

quality of the sites. 

- Reviews the status of et:t0ver L1:,:!s, i,,c•.tdi1,~ :.:1:.e re:n·oduction 

surveys. 

- Includes a section on the expected voli'; :1s of the second growth and 

the indicated cutting progr-i.~!11. Stn.tcs ti,."!.t at the present ti.me the 

proposed Qucets unit i~ the oaly ;•,c-,a of: virgin ti ,;,ber not tmc'.er con tr Get. 



Sale of the unit is contercplated for some·::ime in 1956 or 1957, It 

,-isnecessary to postpone the sale of the unit until Bot~hk1: Cr"\;.k and 
/ 

Quinault Lake units are completed and personnel can be tclease-l. to 

administer an additional timber sale unit. With the s2le of th-2 

proposed Queets uni~ after 1957 the annual cut should level off at 

a relatively con;;tant annual cut of about 75 million bo<~rd fe.,;~ until 

1983 when the Taholah unit will be completed. 

- States that provided the depletion of the old growth rrogrc::-<;:.;s 

as indicated, a delay of cutting in the second rotation until 1938 

would result in a reasonable annual cut during the pet0 iod of ,cdjustm(c1l:. 

- Includes a detailed recorq. of cut of the Quin1,ult Re::;ervatfo-;1 fro:1i 

1921 through 1953. 

- States that one of the greatest obstacles to the development of a 

sound long-range program for the Quinault Reserv:,.'tion hc.i, been the 

extremely diversified ow-n.ership of the lands and the non-resJ.cl?Ft 

status of most of the allot tees. Thus, the princi?al concer,1 h;;,s 

been an imrr.ediate cash return from their timber. There has h.,::a 

constant pressure exerted to dispose of the timber irrespcctiv~ of 

forestry, community or industrial consideration:::. The fr.ct t:\.i.ct the 

forest is allotted into individual ownership also incr,:.ases the probJ ::c1 

of bringing the land into full productivity where no c:•:pcnditt:rcs of 

federal funds can be made on these lands for reforestation. 

- States ownership consolidation is essential for the successful lo:-,;

term management cf the reservation. 
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IR54.l - Letter fro:n Supt. :Melvin Robertson· to A'.:e'J. Dir"'.;tor T).J::> 

Foster, 6/V/54. 

Concerns request for a report concerning complaints D~rle by Claude 

Wain in a letter d.ated 5/11/54. 

- Among other things, Wain objects to the manner in vh:lch the loggini 

operations a.re conducted on the Crane Creek unit. 

- States the principle of cutting by selected blocks referred tu as 

staggered settings must be adhered to if they are to properly ,-<~nage 

the Quinaul t forests for the best interests of all Indiims. 2ud1 

adherence to the plan should result in adequate restocking of the 

cutover lands so that it will not be necessary for al lot tees to reso~:t 

to costly planting of trees. 

IQ55.1 - Letter from Supt. Melvin Robertson to Allottee Bernan1 Kofoe:/ i 

5/16/55. 

- States that plans are now being considered for devclot•ment cf. the 

Quects timber and,some action should be te.ken in the ne.:1r futu1:c wl1ic:·1 

will bring the allot.tee inco.ne from his timber in that unit. 

IA58.6 - Letter from Chief, Br. of Forestry, George F. Kephart, to 
Area Director Don Foster, 8/11/58. 

- Refers to VIIIA5·'.J.. 1. 

States.that no further action has been taken on the plan since th::: 

tranmnittal to the office on 1/28/55. 

'!hey are now approaching the date when it was originally conte,:1plated 

to revise it. Rather than acting at this time on the plan in its present 

form, requests sl!knission of a revised version £or .ippproval ,wt L::.t.·r 

than 1/1/59. 
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unit in one timber .sale. 

2. More recent infornation rer;ardin6 acre,:::;c and ~ ::.1.~bcr ,: Jh:rnes. 

3. Restatement of timber sale policies reg~r<ling ~2lvage, ?re-

logging, re-logging, etc. 

4. A more detailed discussion of cutting m,.~tho:is tr., inc1 './L:: 

the considerations which govern the maximucn size of. cut: in3 blcc'.:s 

and the relation of one block to another. 

5. A statement of forestry positions needcid to C£,;rry out the 

provisions of the plan. 

6. Discussion of tribal and a.llottce organi7,1.tior·,: as th,7 affe,;,: 

forest management. 

7. Include an analysis of stumpage rnarkets o.tid d:t:-:i::1::ss e,:i.s::in:::; 

mill facilities, location,capacity, etc. 

IA58.2 -

(d} Letter from Acting Supt. Schwartz to Arca Di-tee tor Don ·?ostei: ~ 8/7 /53. 

- Regards complaint by Vernon R. Williams to Ser,,'.'tor J:,c\son concerni ::; 

efforts to purchase timber on the Smiler Jones allotr:lent in the north.:,:;"\;,: 

portion of the Quinault Reservation. 

- States that it is not good management to offer indiviclunl 80-~cre 

allotments for sale on a hit-or-miss basis. In order to lay ou~ 

staggered settings and leave sufficient standing timber for fire protection 

and reseeding, it is necessary to work with are:is greater than SO-acre tract~;. 
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- As more lc:nd bcco:,es al:iJanntcd within the north,:~st portion, the 

by sound silv._,cultu:_-:::1 tr:!·.tm(!nt becomes more difficult. As these 

alienated lands bcco~e cutover, the fire hazard increases greatly. 

In leying out loes~i.t2, bloc::~s, mu3t be in a position to maintain 

residual st;.rn3s as ,:2J.l sp :ced as possible to give assurance th.:it 

restocking \Ii 11 be c-ccur(:(~. 

- 'lhcsc stcn~'ts are .c:lso essential in order to break up slash areas. 

IIA.53.3 - Report by Forest 21anager John Libby, 1/23/59. ·· 

- '.!his is ?. snpple,:i::nt to the. annual forestry report of the Western 

Washi.ngton /.?,ency .L::,r the c~,lendar year 1958. 

- States th:tt 1aa1w;;u;i2nt of the northwest portion of the reservation 

is rnpi.dly bccomi11:~. an i.r,,?ossible situat:i.on. Stntcs they will continue 

to undertake a ti,rn-~r sale progran for allottees who wish to retain 

their lsnds in tn.i,,t, bt1t the large number who have requested super-

vised sale of their 2,llot:::cnts, as vell as those who are securing fee 

patents, 5.m-i.icate!"l that the BIA cannot expect to have much luck to 

work with. 

- The cutovcr lan,: s can b2. expected to follc'-1 the same pattern though 

at a slowc,: rate. :iont of these lands have stands of young trees up 

to 30 years old ,;i 1:'.h varying degrees of stocking. Under proper forest 

management it should not be logr;ed until it is from 50 to 70 years old, 

but the average al lot tee vill not be willing to wait 30 years for his 

tirr,bcr to rc;:ch reit:i.tion if he c.::n h~rvcst it now for a subst.:intinl 

sum. 
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. 
timber for him Ds :i.t re:1,:.,·,r,s co::.,: ·c•cd . · ,. ~, 

most requests will not be grantc"cl. Sir,:,: it : 

rotation of cutting should be cc-~:•.cncec:'., c;ue,: :. :' ... u ,;:h: .. ;1 .:r a ~;vnrey 

of these lands sl10uld be t.:1ken. 

IA59.6 - Memorandum from Forester. O,~ni1~ P:,a1~1:c:.~:,1 tc !',_·,,t. I-'c-:.cst 
Manager Don Clark, 3/25/59. 

Refers to the request r0:lating to the possiL' · i:e,;:i .. ::.on of the 

forest management plan, VIIIA5L1. l. 

- Discussions by the forestry st£: ff co1:clnde ~i,~ ;_t it J .. J 11ot :_:..::~ical 

to revise or abandon and renew the man~t:;cir.ent F J.r~a. '~ the present. 

time, they are preparing to make: a new :1.··,::ento::y sturi:,: on alt uncut 

forest areas of the reservation. Since c .. 1tt1L,z,. }1,.rn 1,ot bce~L c~one 

in all the various timber types Lo a ,L01:ee g:·1. ·:t cr:.c, _;h to ~,e~,t 

accurate per-acre volumes, any such fir,ure aVi/i i,2d t(, .~,e enttre 

unit may not truly predict the total volur:-,e. 

• Logging in the Queets unit has not co~ercd c~ough ~~ca to ~ust1fy 

application of !::uch figures either • . 
- Another basis of their cone lusion not to re.vise, ab~•:1(:on er- renew 

the management plun is that alienation of tru~;t land r,c-.s ste:r,r12d up 

in the last several years to a point where a forest r.::,,,].gcr.:eilt plnn 

would be impossible to adhere to. The total clccre.:1s,: in trH-.•1. all,:d:~-:::d 
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and govern.'11cnt land due to fee patents £i1d supervised 1 ~,:·.<l salc:s L-i 

the years 19SS through 1958 is 18,173 acres. Ap;noxirn.::t:l'.ly 250 

allottees at the present time have requested sup2rviscd l.::.nd sr:L:<; 

or fee patents which are now in process. It is estimated that in 

the next year 16,000 acres will pass from trust to alienated stl:tus. 

Thus, it appears that a management program other than ..:.11 orderly 

harvest is not feasible. 

IA59.7 - Letter from Supt. C. w. Ringcy to Area Director Don Foster, 4/G/59. 

- Concerns request for a revised version of the :forest ··m:>..nagerner,t pla.n. 

- States that VIIIA54.1 was never approved, but that i.nsofar as practJ.c;..:ble 
,..,. 

th~plan has been followed, but it has been made obsolete because of 

rapidly changing circumstances. 

- States they made no attempt to revise the pl£n·because such revision 

would serve no useful purpose. 

- States that Forester Onnie Paakkonen spent considerable time on the 

project but finally concluded that a workable revision of the plan wes 

impracticable. He then considered preparation of a new plan of raanage-

ment, but encountered constantly changing conditions which indicated 

that any plan promulgated today would be obsolete tomorrow. Several 

months ago, I found it necessary to assign Paa~konen to timber trespass 

cases and agreed to suspend further work on the manage~ent plnn until 

the trespass situations have been brought under control. 

- States he agrees with Paakkonen's conclusion. 

- States the area outside the Taholah and Crane Creek co:1tract areas 
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cc>,11 be exv~c:ted to pass rapidly from BL\ cont1.·ol. A w 1 '1age1:12nt plan 

governing the orci-::ily h::.:vest of the tL,bcr within th~ contrnct arc;is 

would be feasible., The only plans for the rest of th,! reservation ,:hich 

appear possible are (1) an orderly harvest of the re:r.:d.ning old-gro.:th 
. 

t:f.mber on those allotm2nts retained in trust status, ,,_r,d (2) limitt~d 

salvage of residu,,l matcrinl on cutover lands rcr::ain:i.ng in tru.;;t sU-,i:its 

where possible, and (3) provide for fire protection of trust Lmds .u3 

long as they rerrk'1in in trust. 

- Cites some specific ex.1rnples illustrating the impracticabilities of 

developinz a formal forest managemcn~_plan for the rese;;..--vation. 

- States that under the circumstances it appears to be futile to attc:-:-:,t 

to develop a forest mann0ement plan at this tir:12. BIA management crH1 

only be on a year-to-yeor basis as celled for by the£ver-changing 

situation. 

IA59.8 - Letter from Asst. Area Director Perry Skarra to Com1:·,issionc1: 
of Indian Affairs, 5/20/59. 

- Encloses IA59.6-7. 

- Concurs with thefr opini.on that a management plan for the Quinault 

Reservation is not feasible at this tirr.e. 

- States when the inve"1.tories are completed for the Crane Creek and 

Taholah units and the trust land in the Queets area, it will be pr,\ctical 

to prepare a managemen~pl.:.n around the orderly harvest of ti~:1~er. At 

present it is very difficult to plan for timber sales on allotn:ents 

because of the ever-ch,mging desires of the allottce-o"tners. Until 

the dnt:1 is avaiL::.l>le frc~ the inv2ntories, b 1 . . 1 e 1.c.ves tllC p 2:1 
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and1nsects for lands in trust, e.nd (4) fcl.'cst ::.,,.: :::nto.:·::, by nL'otment 
.J 

in areas not now covered by timber contr.::.cts r,:-o··: purr:o:,c of issuing 

fee patents or h.:Ning supervised land sa:tcs '!-:):::_;:o de~:.·u:d. 

IIA59 .1 - Report from Forest Han,,;er Jo;;:; 
8/31/59. 

- States the forost managem~nt pi:ogr_am on all t the i;,:Kah I:,:;.servat:i.on 

merchantable timber stands~ On the Quin~.ult :i, hz:s b:_,:o,;1. det<::::,:,ined 

that the present rr,tc of harvest in th<.! cont,cct nrcr:,] :LcJ not removinz 

the timber rapidly enough to pen:Iit th,! contl'f' ,:tors t,:-, co:npL,tr2 their 

contracts within the time limits. A cc:;;~,letc i•;·1ento:cy of tbosc units 

is needed. 

a photogr<'cn'.lneticist has been added to the stD.i:s:. 

for the rest of the Quinault Reservation is c;:1 a yea;~-to-year b.'.lsis. 

The trend in fee patents a.nd supervised sa.leG h::s al,c.::rly resulted in 

a checkerboard p.'.l.ttern of oimership on th~ Qu:Lc:::ult, :-,,<J thi,; trend 

can be expected to continue. The same thtng L: gcne:,_·z.,11.y true: on otiHcr 

,-
reservationsin ~estern Wnshington except for tbl! Makz,l.. 1hL1 Ls bcc.:vuse 

✓ 

Mnkah timber is mostly in tribal owner!;hip. 
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IIA60.l - Report by Aren Forester. Earl ~ilcox to Are~ Directo:, 9/15/GO. 

- Reports on field ·trips raade t0 ngcnclcs withL: the ro:rtlanrl Area. 

- Discusses the limited budget 2nd personnel a~~ilabl~ £or preparation 

of forest management pL:111s for reserv.1tions. 

- States that possibly the most ir,1po= tant develcrornent in the rn::nager::~:nt 

of Indian forest lands since the efforts which ,:ere directed to brin6 

those lands under management during the early p::rt of the century is 

the work of progra.'1'.ITling for the more intensive: r.1,,magcr.,eat of. these 

resources recently started by Harold W,.::uver. /.n example is the work 

done at the Colville Agency recently. 

VIIIA62.l - Plan by Forest Manager John Libby, 4/10/62~ 

- This is a proposed program of action for T2holc:.h and Crane Creek un.tts. 

- States that the goal of providing the ullot:r:;~nt owners with early 

income from their timber and at the sa:.1e time effect the orderly harvest 

of that timber in accordance with sound forest manageme:nt principles 

is not compatible. 

- Suggests that the only feasible answer to the problem would be con

version of the o~-mership of the allotments to a single o·wner, prefer,,bly 

the United States, with provision for evcntu.e.l transfer to the Quir.2ult 

Tribe or perhaps the U.S. Forest Service. Suckt progr2.m would cost the 

Government nothing in the long run and would r.e.::ult in improved manz.gr~

ment of the forest lands under the contracts. Also, it would simplify 

and reduce costs of the administration of the contracts, as vell as 

reduce costs of the purclwsers' oper.:i tions. Tt \,oulcl e lir.i.n~tc serious 

right-of-~ay problems and give .,11 of the alL,ctee-0·,::1::.rs cJ.::1y pa:.,;,:: .. t: 
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for their interests. 
the 

- Gives a hi!:;tory of ,\ situD-ti.on and a repo:::t on the cur1·cnt situ-:tion. 

- States that pres;:;ures from the al1ottecs to have their th1ber 1c•r,ged 

tend to have a.n adverse effect on forest rno.nagerncnt. Whenever fc;,.c;lbL·, 

adjustnents are made in cutting plans to ta1:.e care of hr:.rC::ship ,·ac:~s, 

which usually calls for a compromise with concepts in goo,2 nana;;a:: .;..;nt. 

Frequently, ht.t~,1anit?.rian considerations out\;eigh the recjuirement~ of. 

good forest m~nageffient. 

- Other propocals ex:.unined included acquisition of allotr-:cnts by the 

Quinault Tribe and the establishment of so:.ne fon'1 of co;(::x,n owne:r~:hip 

through incorporation or forn~tion of a cooperati·,,2. Th:i.~; last i.d2a 

did not prove to be too prc::d.sing b2cause of the l<1.rge n;_-.;::•)cr of per so;~; 

involved who are located throughout the United St:-.:~:cs and Cc.n.:iC.:\. 

- Also, in view of the reaction to such proposalr; :in the p;;st, it is 

highly probable that only n very small minority would be :tntercs~:2.d 

in such a program. 

- The acquisition of the lnnds by the tribe may be· feasi1J:.c. I;c·,,c.vet·; 

before the Quinault Tribe should take any action in acquiring re~l 

property fronf,.,,hi.ch future income is to be derived, they shculd first 

establish an accepted list of its mc::1bet's and t.:ikc step$ as neccssnry 

to enable it to function as a corporate bo-ly representing suc.:1 r:,2:,,bers. 

It may very well take years to accomplish this. 

- Thus, concludes that only the acquisi.tion by the United State,; coul(l 

be accomplished expeditiously and within a reasonable time. 
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IIA62.3 - Rc;)ur·:: by '· ,,,., Di'.,:: t:c,r: ~u the C:cF·1issi.oncr of Indian Affairs, 
5 f2() l::,2 

I • I V. ·-. 

- Enclo3eS vn1.:.02.1. 

- Agrees in prjnciple \,ith fr:e prop·;·,e:d pl:on of acquisition by the 

United States. 

serious threat to the <-'ise ,;~r•:;~ernC'n· of the Quin.-,ult forests. Although 

in general agr2_ement with th'3 reco,.· .cndations, nal:es r.umerous suggestions 

for improving the repc:,t. 

IIA62.1 - (a) Letter [,:om Dc~;dy Cc dssioner John O. Crow to Area 
Dirccto::- Robe.:t Eoit::;_. 12/llJ/52. 

- Refers to VIII A62.1 :·,1.d pT :·::L.1es it will receive consideration • 

(b) Report on field tri~ by Ar~a 
Are " D~rcct•r ·10/•~1~ 0 

c, -~- - .o... . .. }, \) ;;.. 

..... 
I: ore.c;tC): Earl Wilcox to 

- Among the principal probl-2n-:; disc:10:::.ed \;ere Libby's proposals in 

VIIIA62.l. 

- suggests they be thorough];; i;tud:i ed. by the Washington office staff. 

IIA64.3 - Report by Supt. Gec-rge Fclshaw to Area Director R. D. Holtz, 4/27/64. 

- States disDgrcement ui th c,~rtain vi.sws expressed in the memorandum 

presented by Mr. Bruce in regard to ~IIIA62.l. 

- States the proposed r·lan o:C 3.ctio11 bf LibLiy hus never been discussed 

with the Indio.ns, but r:ilan to do so ,;t an e,,rly date. 

- States belief that Libby's plan offers the only real solution to the 

problems, and rccom:iendsfavorable consideration. 



.. 

IIA7~"C - Re~o=t by Pierovich St~dy Group, 1/24/72. 

- Hc~b,:;:-s ini::h:.<led- 1:c.::-old Geren of the Environment2.l Protection 

Agency~ Jame:.: Heckmt,n of the Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife, 

!U.ch,ixd Navr.r:ce of Eu::eau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife, Gary 0 1 Neil 

e>f Fi'/, .• and Jchn Picrovich of the Forest Service. 

- On p,'ge 10, suggests three alternatives to solve the management 

prob1::·ms of th.:: resGrvation. 

- FLr-:-:t alt---;rnr.ttive uas for the Federal Government to repurchase all 

or p.:.n:t of the allotted and patented lands and place such acquisitions 

und£s <1 different forr,1 of management. 

- Sec,.:~:d altcrnativ3 was to obtain a Federal loan for the outright 

purcbaje of desired tracts and sell stock in a land management corpora-

tion on a each basis. 

- Third altc::::native was to sell stock in a land.m;inagement corpor.:.tion 

both for cash .:s-.nd for titles to allotr.,ents on the basis of present worth 

cash vclue of the tiu~er. 

- St:ttr,;S th.:?.t untess one of these alternatives is followed, satisfactory 

forestry and multiple use management seem unlikely. 

IIA72.4 - Repo-:t by Asst. Area D5.rcctor (Ecor.o:nic DcYelop::-.ent) A. W. 
Galbrs,ith to Cc:.:-:;1issioncr of Indian Affairs, 2/ 29 /7 2. 

- Refers to IIA72.6. 

- Stntes belief thct the report can be use~with the exception of the 

land base consideration~ as a document outlining several rr.nnagement 

actions. (1nis w0uld include treatment of loiging residues, regeneration, 
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- States as to lc.nd consolidation, it has been the subj 2ct of :rnmerc~,:~ 

reports ar,d that if the property is to be succc,c:;fully r,,;:i,nabcd as a 

un:Lt, so::.~cthing r",ust be done to solve the complicated c,-,,.:"iersld.~> pattern. 

- Attaches comments of Forest Manager Jackson to the report. 

- As to the need for a unified land base, the :Bu;ceau \-:ii,oleheartedly 

agl'el~S that this would ea3e the manager.~nt pro'\Jlems. 

- States that a considerable effort was put into a proposal to purcr.:tse 

fee lands in the Queets area from Morrison Log3:ing Cc:,·p:1ny. l.;1 attc:r,:1t 

to secure a loan from !1-!A failed. Efforts are contirmi.ng to develop n 

Vmd acqu:i.sition program through Weyerhaeuser Tinber Cou1pany. There 

are Feder,1.l regulatory prob_lems with this, how.:~ver. 

- Also, the Quinault Tribe desires to purcha8e allotted lands belo,! 

tte BIA appraised value if the owners agree. 

- States the study group proposal for the issue.nee 0£ stock :i.n a 

corporation has merit because Indian pec)ple would continue to ident:Lf.y 

with the tribal entity. 

- The Forestry Branch is studying a lend m.inage::nent cooperative systew. 

IA72.5 - Letter from Supt. George Felslww to Area Director, 3/13/72. 

- Because of the recent concern over wanagement policies, it is deen,cd 

advisable that the Bureau conduct an irr.:::.ediate and independent study of 

the overall existing situation. Management responsibilities have bc·2n 

tightened up to ir,,prove the quality of loeging operations. 

- Recognition of stream and fisheries problems has been taken, and 

.:1ction:: nre undcn;ay to correct adverse loggii1g prn.ctices. 

2S 



Recommends employnent of a team of unbi.?sed prof~ssionc.ls cor:si.r; ::::.ng 

of a forester, fish biologist, forest econorn~st and ccoloiist, wh:ct 

would analyze the -cor:tracts and management practices. Acc:c,rdins t0 

news releases, other ~gencies, such as Sierra Club, Audubon Soci(!t)', 

and American Friends Service, are pl-1nning to submit a report on the 

reservation. 
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LITIGATION REPORT INFOl{MATION 

I. 

1. History of Allotting 

The Quinault Reservation started with a gross area of approximately 

190,000 acres of which 175,000 acres were forested. Under the Allot

ment Act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388; 25 USC 331) the reserva

tion was divided into 2,340 allotments of approximntely 80 acres 

each. Allotting started in 1907 and by 1910 approximately 65,000 

acres had been allotted. Due to timber consideration, allotting 

was stopped but was resumed in 1924 after the Supreme Court decision 

against the contention of the Government in the case of United States 

v. Tommy Payne (264 U.S. 446). The bulk of the allotting occurred 

in t_he period following the Payne decision and by 1934 virtually 

all the forested land had been allotted. 

References: J.P. Kinney, Lndian Forest & Range, 1950, 
p. 171-176. 

Indian Forest--Quinault, Bureau Indian Affairs, 
1969. 

2. Early timber harvest 

In 1914, after the allotting of heavily forested lands had been 

stopped, a forest survey was planned and was carried out in the 

years 1915-17. The survey provided information essential to planning 

for logging operations anJ contemplated ,.1 plan for management as an 

integral forest property. Ti.mbcr sales \·:ere initiated in 1920 and 

continued at a high level until the depression years of the 1930s. 

This cutting was generally a progressive clearcut in the area of 



the reservation south of the Quinault River. Plans culminating in 

1929 provided for the sale of the timber area north of the Quinault 

River in four large blocks. One bid was received on each logging 

unit but the bids were rejected by the Secretary of the Interior 

after the proposed sales were the point of extensive criticism. 

Cutting continued on the units previously contracted in the period 

1920-28 and production was slowed to the economic pace of the time. 

Reference: Same as No. l. 

3. Quinault Timber Sales Statistics 

Over the period 1920-1971, the volume of timber cut under contract 
.f>/ioW'3> a f!Jh I ,f 
. totaled 4-5'6 0 (} C t'

1 
u CC board feet with stumpage value of 

$ >I, 76 0 CC O • By the mid-19/fOs, approximately one-half 
) 

of the reservation h-:id been logged over, principally under the 

large contracts executed in the 1920s. Timber sales i.n the period 
t7Y1- /.z,,,l"/y J,'t 

of the 1930s an-4--194-0s were ea.u~ly in the form of sales Q'f individual 

allotment timber contracts. ln the period approximately 

sales were executed involving timber cutting of approximately 

board feet. In the period 1961-71, timber 

cutting also proceeded under Special Allotment Cutting Permits. 

This volume totaled /7~
1

CJ'01 rlt,,'"'O board feet under 

individual pennits. Major timber production in the period 1950-71 

was from the presently ncti.v,· J.one.-term ,:onlrnu::s--Taholah Log:'1-tl~~ 

Unit, approved in 1950, and Grane Creek Logging Unit, .s.pproved in 

1952. 

Reference: Schcdule~attache~. 



4. Timber Contract Form and Content 

The form of contract and content is illustrated by the samples 

attached. The basic contract has remained nruch the same and, as 

a standard attachment, included the General Timber Sale Regulations, 

Form 5-502, approved April 10, 1920. An Allotment Contract (Form 

5-489) was also executed for each of the allotments grouped under 

a general contract and was used along with Form 5-481 for the 

numerous individual allotment timber contracts of the 1930s and 1940s. 

Contracts executed from approximately 1960 used a printed form 

(Form 5-611 or 5-612) with an attachment, Standard Timber Contract 

Provisions, Form 5-610. Each contract may have had provisions 

special to the contract. With the advent of scaling by the Grays 

Harb~r Log Scaling & Grading Bureau, a contract attachment stating 

the volume determi naU on pro, edure bccnnw a standard nltachmc.mt to 

Quinault contracts. 

Reference: Examples of Quinault contracts 
General Timber Sale Regulations 
Volume detennination contract section 

5. Indian Forest Laws 

Authority for the cutting of Indian timber is the Act of June 25, 

1910 (36 Stat. 857; 25 USC 406, 407) as amended. Administrative 

fees are taken from timber s«lc receipts pursuant to the Act of 

Feb. 14, 1920 (41 Stat. l115; 25 USC lf13). Tlw Act ,)f June 18, 1.93L1-

(48 Stat. 986; 25 USC L;.66) directs that operations and mana8ement 

of Indian Forestry units be 011 the principle of sustained-yield 

management. 

Re.fe.r.e.IlC.Q-i Schedule hy U.S--Code. of For..;iatl'y Lffl.rn. 



t-/ 
II. I 

1. Consideration ns to si~c of logging units. 

(1) Genc•ral desire of Indian owners to gain some immediate 

timber income. 

As could be expected, upon allotment the recipients thereof desired 

to obtai.n in~'.orac from tlicir timber holding. Since the reservation 

. l./A''' ) -~ ', 
timber land v!as in an area with little nccess development, the ·,µ-,.,-, i·ir 

. _, . ..,...-? _,'}'' 
~ .. .....,. ... ;;.-·· -)P" 

inunediate demand arose from the al lot tees with the more,A-accessible .· ~1:1.r, 

ti.mbcr. The several lar;',1~ initial SDlcs of th0 l'.l20s wcrc:;;.~~~::t:i CJ 

upon generatinr; timber volume and value that would sustain the large 

costs of access construction. As such access was constructed, the 

access relationship of the more distant adjacent timber stands were 

changed so a contirnd.n:3 dem.i.n<l for income from succeeding groups 

was present. Upon the success of cutting in the initial large units, 

the i.dcn of contrncti.n:_, nll the reserval:ion Limber sL.mds for culovcr 

became popular. t .. n early rL!SUlt of this idea was the attempt i.n 

1929 to contract all the area north of the Quinault River in four 

1 · b . l· i!f f/,~ 5qMc Ti-,,: ,.,,-r311eshlPr ~~paln1l concurrent aq;e t1.m er sa es. "" . 1 c . 
4 

, . 
1'_.,.ifl. 1/,,e ptfr_foS-C of'-/;ii;,Wr 1;j-Mkidlt~11) -~.,,..-, w'('U b<in1 a l,,;,,l'>t'l"',-J. ii 

The depression years and World War II acted as a depressant on the,,c~.,tv,u1 a/.1 

idea but it gained popular support again in the latter 19l~Os and, 

eventually, resulted 1n the Boulder. Cred<, Crnnc Creek and Taholah 

contracts. The 0ueets area (the remainin;:; approximately one-third 

of the area north of the (iuinault River) dicI not receive a bid and 



Pase J. J; 

was then subject in its own particular history. Evidence of the 

desire that all ownerships obtain some innnediate income was the 

criticism of the single Taholah proposal of 1946-48, the requirement 

of advance payments, and the cutover in a period considerably less 

Reference: Report on proposed Lunch Creek, Joe Creek, Raft 
River, and Cape Elizabeth Logging Units, 1929. 
Conference notes Taholah Agency Meeting, March 6, 1947, 

and District Forester Report of Meeting, Mar. 12, 1947. 
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(2) Opportunity to practice under a plan of orderly cutover 

of the forest. 

The forest survey of 1915-17 was conducted with the view of develop

ing forest management plans for the reservation on sound forestry 

principles. The resumption of allotting subsequent to the Payne 

decision was very discouraging to Foresters concerned. The clamor 

for individual interest income resulted in the contracting of 

five large units to be cut concurrently. These contained the bulk 

of the timber stands south of the Quinault River and provided for ,i 
,j,i if 

cutover in approximately 18 years, whereas the rate of cutove~ ()li'f 
e,r\oJ {t · 

unf]er nn 80-year rotation -would have doubled the timo.f At leost 

the large units offered o reasonable control of the cutting pro

gression. In actual practice, ~he cutover of the units proceeded 
-f /. 

I'{! 2..:(ICY'v 
much slower than contracted and tended to approach the ~oper time 

interval. The cut was a progression of clearcut, as was the general 

practice of the times. With the slower rate of cutting, regeneration 

of the stand by natural means was generally sufficient; however, 

it was recognized that a program of reforestation by plantation 

was also necessary to supplement the natural rcecn(;.'rotion. In 

1927-28 a second group of contracts of moderately large size were 

contracted and cut over concurrently with the much larger sales 
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previously contracted. During the 1930s and 40s, the volume cut 

declined far below that of the 1920s. 

.. l ~ ·. \. ,,·. J:· 
!tn approximaJ..&ly· 1935, the practice of very small sales on indi-

vidual allotments became the contracting pattern with several 

hundred eventually occurring. The practice of individual tree 

selection was also introduced as a cutting method and was a point 

of contention and akrument for many years. Initially, the large 

volumes contracted and the llll.lltiplicity of ownership under the 

--, 

large contracts, directed the Forestry program as one of the services 

to the contracts. Eventually, the multiplicity of individual 

allotments contracted had a similar effect even though the volume 

being harvested from the reservation had a large decline. 

The investigative and management planning side of Forestry practice 

was relegated to a minor effort: intermittently inserted as other 

work demands allowed. All during these years, there was continuing 

examination of the Forestry program in terms of program funding in 

relation to the administrative fees collected with the result that 

staffing was controlled at a minimum level and this was clearly 

the intent of Congress. 

References: Report on Timber Sale Activity, Oct. 21, 1937. 
Letter of July 9, 1928 - J.P. Kinney. 
Letter of Oct. 21, 1929 - Henry B. Steer. 
Letter of May 5, 1936 - Lee Muck. 
u:liev ot !'ltttr, I?, /.f/}"i ~ J;;!mfSA' .J(J'•~f'I¼ 
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(3) Opportunity to gain some income for a wide group of 

allottces within an iun:nediate period and within contract 

length period. 

The contracting of timber in volume occurred at three points in 

the Quina.ult cutting history: 

1920-23 

1927-28 

1950-52 

Estimated volume 

II ti 

" " 

l,Li78 NN Board Feet 

116 MM Board Feet 

1,201 MM Board Feet 

As proposals were made by Forestry, they were met with the question 

as to how many individuals would be 2ffected; and the 3roups who 

were not affected ,-:ould request equal consideration. The net 

result was then :i. group of iiales covering u rnajor p-oct"tion of the 

reservation presented for sale and cutting concurrently. 

From the beginning, the timber contracts provided that the purchaser 

make advance payments upon the completion of the individual allot

ment contracts 3rouped under the general contract. Until 1950, the 

long-term contracts provided a series of advances totaU.ng 30 per-

cent Hithin six years and 50 percent within nine years. Recognizing 

the urgent demands for immediate income prospects, this was changed 

to 25 percent within 30 days and 50 percent within six years. 
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Accordingly, the already present restrictive condition of prospective 

purchaser ability to invest capital in advance payments was increased. 

Because of the larger investment and the variance of cut-out experi

ence by allotment, the estimated volumes were held to conservative 

levels to reduce the risk that advance payments would exceed actual 

timber present. 

(4) Efficiency of sale preparation and administration of 

large and fewer sales. 

Already with the initial allotting, the timber sale administration 

was to be one of intensive record and field activity. With the 

allotting of the remainder of the reservation, the die was cast that 

all timber sales would be similarly complex. It was natural and 

necessary that the forest administration seek any of the remaining 

alternatives that would provide some efficiencies. The major alterna

tive available was a few large sales. Even so, the intensive record 

of individual scale and monies, establishment of boundaries, and 

control of log taking remained and left little time for other manage

ment activity. 

Timber sale administration can be divided into (a) accumulation of 

data and information on the proposed sale into a Forest Officer's Report, 

(b) advertisement and contracting, (c) logging planning, (d) sale 

operation and regulation activity, (e) scaling, (f) record of timber 
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volume and money, (g) rate redeterminations, modifications, etc. 

Large sales provide the opportunity to handle certain of these 

on a group basis and organization of the intensive individual allot

ment detail for efficient handling. In terms of volume of timber 

harvested, the efficiency differential can be several multiples. 

Reference: Letter of July 4, 1929--James A. Howarth. 
Letter of May 19, 1931--c. J. Rhodes. 
Letter of June 1, 1947--McKeever, Wilcox 

(5) High cost of building transportation system into the 

roadless area. 

From the onset, plans for logging the Quinault Reservation were 

dependent upon extension of railroad systems which were the access 

to markets. These extensions would be solely for the transport of 

logs with the accompanying high cost against stumpage. It was there

fore accorded equitable that the system cost be borne on a broad 

basis; however, the higher volume resulting would reduce the risk 

due to development cost and increase the selling potential. The 

cutting pattern of the times (progressive clearcut) also was in part 

the need to amortize the high construction cost in a relative short 

term. With the advent of national and regional attention to highway 

construction and the impr-ovements in truck equipment, highways 

became more and more a system connection to market; however, 
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the bulk of the uncut Quinault lands were still relatively roadless 

and again the construction was to be born(:' by the stumpage aloni;,:. 

Reference: Congressional and reply--riarch 20 & April 20, 1942. 
J. P. Kinney, Indian Forest & Range 1950, p. 175-176. 

2. Consideration as to period of time to complete the timber 

contract. 

Longer period allowed larger size. 

(Unit size is considered iu the previous Section II. 1.) 

Time interval between cutting of adjacent stands to 

allow the timber stand to regenerate. 

From a regeneration view, the time interval is solely to provide 

seed source to the nreas as they are cutover. Both progressive 

clearcut and i,taggerctl clcnn:ut blocks appear to give success. The 

progressive clearcut areas, however, experienced successive fires 

and lack the effect of green timber fire-breaks present in the 

staggered block system. The staggered block became the desired 

system. Ideally to regenerate iteelf completely, the cutting period 

would be long enough to have seed bearing trees regenerated on the 

first series of sta[;gcre<l block cutover to seed tha last series 

cutover. 
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3. Consideration as to cutting practices 

(1) Initial development of the area to amortize costs of 

access construction required to make the timber marketable. 

Logging in the 1920s was characterized by the use of railroads 

whose construction costs required large volume of timber per mile 

of construction. Such was the conditions present on the Quinault; 

access and logging of the timber would bear such costs only by 

clearcutting as the rail system progressed into the timber areas. 

The factor of timber sale size combined with clearcutting to make 

the timber merchantable. 

Reference: Same as II. l. (5) • 

. (2) Selective Cutting Methods 

Emphasis on selective cutting in the Quinault forest came 

with the regulations of 1936 which derived from the Indian Reorganiza

tion Act. Initial application included two patterns: (1) leaving of 

trees for stream and scenic protection and effect, (2) removal of a 

minor part of the timber stand with planned return periodically for 

additional cuts (individual trees selected for cutting). These methods 

(generally applied to East Side forests of the ponderosa pine region) 

backed by official policy was proved to be inapplicable to the Quinault 

forests due to the blowdown eventually experienced. Whereas, special 

treatment was desired for stream and scenic values leave strips and 

partial overall cuts were not the answer. 
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to the blowdown that would eventually occur. While special treat

ment is desired in regard to the scenic and stream values, it lies 

in practice other than just application of individual selection 

tree cutting. 

Reference: General Forest Regulations 1936. 
Propaeed Selective Logging Plan Quinault Lake 

Logging Unit--1942. 
Letter of Jan. 28, 1941--Patrick Gray. 

(3) Staggered Clearcut Blocks. 

The staggered clearcut falls within the definition of 

selective cutting. The words selective and selection as applied 

to timber cutting have been subject to hairsplitting interpreta

tion;. and as presently defined, conflict with previous understand

ing~ of the words. 

The progressive clearcut system evolved to the staggered clearcut 

block system as the result of several factors, both economic and 

silvicultural, but was possible by the economic changes of (1) 

technological advance in the design of road building and log hauling 

equipment and (2) ratio of product value to cost of production. 

Another economic effect was that the partial cut allowed quicker 

progression over the logging unit area and thus opportunity for 

more allottees to share in the earlier returns from stumpage. The 

silvicultural aspect considered the fire-break effect of residual 

'' 
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green timber blocks and the more positive seed source. From an 

aesthetic view, the large desolate cutover aspect was dimished. _,,, 

References: Raft River Fire Report - 1967. 

Logging Plan--Crane Creek Unit--1971. 

Forest Officer's Report Proposed Taholah, Queets, 
Crane Creek Logging Units--1948. 

:,. r , . 
,. 
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4. Alternative plans and views as to timber harvest and provision 

for income. 

11 

(1) Progressive harvesting of the reservation on a rotation 

of approximately 80 years with access by sale progression. 

The progressive harvesting was the general pattern of the logging 

units contracted in the 1920s. It depended upon extension of the 

railroad logging systems that logged the area south of the Quinault 

River on through the remainder of the reservation; and further, 

that the regional cut would progress beyond the reservation into 

the untapped timber resources of the Olympic Peninsula held in 

National Forests. The r~jection of t~e bids on the four lar~e 

Quinault units in 1929 followed by the depression and World War II 

halted this expansion and completion of the cutover of the reservation • 
• 

(2) Sale as one or a few large units at the same time. 

This was a repetition of the progressive harvesting idea advanced 

again stron.3ly aft:cr i!or ld War II. Thete was reluctance to expose 

all the remaining timber i.n one sale. The proposals to make a 

sale of part of the area at a time (cveri•,hett a' latg@ Sale) met 

with resistance on the basis that all allottees with timber holdings 

in the relatively untouched area north of the Quinault River should 

derive prompt benefit of whatever pattern of sales was decided upon. 

Eventually, agreement was to divide the area into four logging units. 



(3) Purchase by the United States. 

In 1939 the Department of the Interior submitted a draft of 

proposed legislation for the government to acquire the lands of 

the Quinault Indian Reservation. Presumably, the lands would 

then be put into national park or forest status. The legislation 

did not receive attention beyond the proposal review. 

Reference: Letter submitting draft of proposed legislation 
and attached proposed bill--Ickes--May 'l9, 1939. 

(4) Incorporation of allotted timber holdings. 

Various ideascentered on the pooling of the timber interests and 

issuance of shares were advanced from time to time. In 1944 the 

Acting Director of Forestry suggested an organization which might 

be named the Quinault Timber Association. Similar ideas had been 

expressed over the years as a solution to the regulation of income 

to all the timber owners and necessary support was never attained. 

Reference: Letter July 7, 1944--J. D. Lamont 

(5) Allow individuals to sell timber by allotment. 

With the reduction of timber sale activity in the 1930s, individual 

allottees were able to locate demand for readily accessible timber. 

Li.terally hundreds o~ such sa.l~s have heen_mnd.
1

e. Due .. , ill pa~t ~o, .' , .J.. d 
rlftt' fl.f §elu/11,( /i!f7,Ji 7li 1,i,/,,,.d;, ff'fJl_;V,--j d' /1,u•.?r I~~ ~ff4~ /.,.,,,w; 5/~il:

the Q.Mereement:-of---seliaat ~~ logging, there was allottee contention 

that they be allowed to enter into sale of their timber without 



government regulation or contracting. This movement was ended 

in the case of Eastman vs. United States. In the 1960s the 

provision for issuance of Special Allotment Timber Cutting Permits 

was initiated. This permit allows allottees who are considered 

capable of handling their own timber business affairs to log and/or 

sell their timber upon issuance of the permit to them. Practically 

all sales of timber on the Quinault ige now by special permit. 

References: Letter of May 15, 1936--Lee Muck 
Letter of April 9, 1938--N. o. Nicholson 
Letter of August 12, 1939--Wm. Zimmerman 
Letter of October 3, 1939--Collier 
Letter of March 8, 1940--Zinmerman 
File Eastman v. United States 

District Court Civil No. 45 
Circuit Court No. 9558 

Form 5-613 Special Allotment Timber Cutting 
Permit 
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1. Stl.Dllpage detennination formulas. 

There are several formulas that have had use in appraisal of 

timber stumpage. The formulas are similar in the basic factors 

and vary in the method of determining the profit margin. Thus: 

Stumpage= Selling Value - Costs - Profit Margin 

)(.n) y-9.:!u,at:i_on F~ctor - profit margin is calculated by 

taking a part'of the conversion return. 

~-b) ~e_z-tu_!'11_~~.!=h<>d - profit margin is calculated on a 

percent of estimated cost. 

*;c) Profit _ll~t_i<>.}!ethog. - profit margin is calculated on a 

percent of estimated cost and stumpage (stumpage is 

considered a cost). 

\~J)~ellin~ Price Ratio - profit margin is expressed as a 

percentage of return on sales and converted to a profit 

ratio. 

\•"') Iny-~~t:!llent App1:oach., - profit margin established on the 

basis of capital engaged. 

All these methods have been used by public agencies to arrive 

at stumpage appraisal although the valuation factor appears to 

have been used only by the Bureau of Land M.:magcmcnt. Tho Bureau 

of Indian Affairs use has followed the U.S. Forest Service practices-

from use of the investment approach in the 1920s to use of overturn 

to present use of the profit ratio. The BLM and USFS currently 
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indicate they use the selling price ratio concept to arrive at 

the profit ~rtt/lO, 

Reference: Forest Service Manual, Title 2400 Timber 
Management, 2423.63. 

2. Source of data used to establish formula factors. 

(1) Selling Value 

Quinault appraisals since inception of timber sales have used 

log selling prices to calculate stumpage prices. The coastal 

marketing area of which Quinault is a part has historically 

dealt in log values and log markets. Collection of such data 

by Foresters was an integral part of the appraisal of stumpage. 

·Early sales appraisal relied on the log market data gathered 

from their own inquiry and compiled. Although the Pacific North

west Loggers Association (PNtA) eventually became a published 

source of log market data that was used to appraise stumpage, it 

did not exist in the Grays Harbor area in the 1920s. When the 

PNLA ceased operation, the Industrial Forestry Association (IFA) 

began collecting and publishing similar log market transaction 

information. 

The USFS also used log market prices in their appraisals until 

approximately 1960 when they changed to end-:-producf ap.Jraisal. 
tu /;,,,~J f! tt,,lt t1"" 

The BLM has traditionally used~ log
1
values. The BIA continues 
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to use log market value for Quinault sales. This is advantageous 

to the allotted owners since the market reflects the export prices 

and these have been a dominant factor in the rise in appraised 

stumpage values. The USFS and BLM timber sales are restricted 

as to export nnd thus tend to reflect n domestic pr:l.c~. In 

comparison State of Waspington sales are not export restricted 
n~W -fAt •r<ifY!J.C/10/ rtflfir/'"mfllf ,J' 4N'i~ 

but by law~require ~ of domestic log prices in appraisal. Log 

prices are quoted by grade and the quality of a given timber 

sale is directly reflected in such application to the appraisal. 

Reference: Mounts Logging Unit, Report on Readjustment 
of Stumpage Prices, April 1, 1929 and 
March 22, 1937;/IFA Composite Log Sales 
Analysis. 

(2) Cost 

·collection of costs applicable to timber being appraised was a 

responsibility of the local appraising organization. Over time 

• 
the collection has developed from individual efforts to a 

system utilizing specialists. Collections by BIA personnel 

appraising timber has been from purchasers of Indian timber, 

pursuant to a contract clause, and contact and inquiry to logging 

businesses in the reservation vicinity. Since appraisal was to 

log prices only/ logging costs were applicable or needed. Such 

collections followed the practices of the times and the recognized 

accumulation procedures. USFS cost collections were viewed as 

a reference and comparison facility and became a source of specific 

costs as their information became a formal regional publication. 

With the revision of the Crane Creek and Taholah stumpage rates 
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in 1960, the US.F'S cost guides were adopted for standard use. 

Specific cost items not in their cost guide have been developed 

by the BIA or obtained from other recognized cost sources. Use 

of this method has been reinforced as a result of purchaser 

appeals, Congressional inquiry, Secretarial decisions, and 

purchaser resort to the Courts to contest rate revisions. Most 

recently, an Arbitration Board established by Quinault officials 
. I 

Yt'V/(tv~d 

and Aloha Lumber Corporation, .fiH:ed Gtt the cost allowances. 

The USFS cost guides derive from their program of cost collec

tion from a sample of their purchasers and is revised on an 

approximate six-month's interval to reflect current cost collec

tions from purchaser closing fiscal year records. The BLM uses 

costs derived from their direct time studies, and a variety of 

sources such as: the USFS, BIA, Pacific NW Experiment Station, 

Labor Union basic wage rates, manufacturer purchase prices and 

operating expenses, etc. The State of Washington gathers local 

purchaser cost data and uses it with cost adjustment tables of 
C. 

the USFS generally. Certain cost allowances are 4"mper~ally 

developed or have a standard formulation. 

Reference: Forest Service Handbook of Timber Appraisal, 
Appendix 415.81b 

BLM Logging Cost Schedule 15--Introduction. 

(3) Profit Margin 

As previously discussed, the manner of obtaining the profit 

margin is the difference between appraisal formulas. There are 
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various means of determining the factor as related to any formula. 

Among them are (1) published findings of the Federal Trade 

Conunission and Securities and Exchange Commission, (2) examination 

of purchaser financial statements (3) special industry studies, 

(4) timber sale bidding experience. Appraisers may use one or 

all in arriving at a factor, and usually do, although one may be 

the rule and the others used to compare and substantiate. The 

profit margin is composed of several allowances with profit the 

major one. Others are risk, income taxes, interest on borrowed 

capital. 

Reference: Forest Service Manual, Title 2400 Timber 
Nanar:;ement 2423.61, .62, !64. 

Forest Service Handbook of Timber Appraisal, 
Appendix 417.2. 

BLN In:;tructional hemo No. ORE 70-86 and 
Enclosure. 
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3. Timber Sale Volume Estimation 

In 1915-17 a valuation survey was made of the Quinault Reservation 

to give timber volume estimates and gathered data for contour 

mapping of the area cruised. This survey was the basis of the 

estimated volumes of Quinault timber sales. It was recognized 

after a period of cutting experience that the volume being cut 

would exceed the cruised volumes. Also, due to blowdowns early 

in the 1920s, there was reasoning applied that cruise volumes 

might be excessive. No succeeding extensive cruise of the 

reservation timber was ever made; however, the Crane Creek and 

Taholah Units were recruised in 1960 after the contracts had 

been in effect approximately 10 years. Sfftee .-'taffing for 

Forestry was always under critical review as to productivity and 

appears to have had the purpose of staffing at nwnbers minimal 

to the obligations under the timber contracts~ae manpower ...t.a_ 

JillfJ t- d e,fJ,(r )I,(" '/Jr1/"'v ;,/ '!/t?I! ':t'f ••ff< //'fY(('./,,._/ -11/r Ti.,,1,.,,y.:'C_ 
~~~-~e &Qi::vat;4.-&a- fflt8-laclt±ng. ~ 

The volume cut under the timber cortracts beyond the sale estimates 

had limited effect on appraisal since average industry costs were 

used without much adjustment as to sale character. The amount of 

timber taken was measured by actual scale and payment made accord

ingly. The contracts also contained provisions for price adjust

ments which, among other factors, would consider the additional 
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volume to be cut. The increase in sale volume over estimates were 

also due in part to the changes occurring in respect to merchant

ability of a particular timber stand. 

References: Technical Bulletin No. 733, Dec. 1940 
Inventory Crane Creek Logging Unit, Jan. 1960 
Inventory Taholah Logging Unit, Jan. 1961 

and 
4. Consent of allottee for sale of timber/delineation of owner-

ship boundaries. 

A part of a proposal for sale of timber of a given logging unit 

would be the determination of the timber lands included in the 

unit, mapping of the land ownership and listing the owner or 

owners of each allotment and the interest of each. Such a record 

is the basis for solicitation of powersof attorney.(' giving con-

. sent of the timber owners to the proposed timber sales and the 

administration of the separate timber interests as to volume 

taken and money proceeds. 

The power of attorney soli.citation is usually a formal mai.U.1'\g 

and is enclosed with information regarding the proposed sale 

of timber. In many cases the individuals may execute it at 

the Government offices in lieu of a mailing. 

The marking of the boundaries of each allotment on the ground 

lti a ro11L11w ttmlw1· 1:111 1.: duty of Fon,:H~y ,Pl~r~onnel. ln the 
't 5JtN !'¥:'(,. ,._ 

interests of fr.::einz personne~, for other important sale duties, 

latter day timber contracts provided for the purchaser to locate 
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and clearly mark the boundaries and the Forester then had the 

duty to check the purchaser for compliance and accuracy. At 

such time the marking requirement became a cost allowance to 

the purchaser. Under the best of conditions> judgments as to 

"liue" trees are required. Where timber is mistakenly taken, 

corrective nction to reconstruct the proper division would be a 

routine practice. 

Reference: History of Crane Creek and Taholah Timber Sales 
Exhibit C and transmittal letter copies--

John Libby Dec. 14> 1956 
Form--Power of Attorney for Sale of Allot. Timber 

,,. 
,,c t.c.cr1- .. ., 

·, 
,;,..,;: 

ft? 
:t_:'' r 
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s. Information to allottees as to actions on their timber 

Information to allottees is provided by a variety of means including, 

telephone conversations, written telephone followup, office visits, 

field trips wJth individuals, documentation to the allotment file, 

specific correspondence, general notices. 

The telephone inquiries are probably the most frequent method used. 

Some calls are documented but most are not. Generally, the telephone 

inquiry is on the subjects of logging schedule and potential or 

current income prospects. 

The formal record of cutting contained in the scale report is filed 

only in the allotment number file. Copies are issued to individuals 

only upon request. This is due to the multiple ownership of allotments; 

many have over 100 owners. 

Since 1957, a Quinault Newsletter has been issued to give general 

information. Forestry items include regular:notices concerned with 

the revision of stumpage rates on the Crane Creek and Taholah Units, 

or acts concerning the units of general interest. These items are 

prepared by members of the Branch of Forestry and submitted to the 

Superintendent for inclusion in the Newsletter or for a special issue 

of the Newsletter. Occasionally, these items may be published in the 

local newspaper, but in view of Nationwide dispersal of timber owners, 

would not reach many. Radio announcements have also been made 

occasionally. 

References: Copies of Newsletters 

Samples of Allotment File content 
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h. Scaling procedures and control of allotment interests 

- The log production from Indi.an lands has traditionally been 

scaled by employees of the BIA. The method employed is stated 

in the General Timber Sale Regulations of 1920 and the Standard 

Timber Contract Provisions of 1960. These employ i.n general 

recognized scaling rules and techniques. Scaling frequently 

reflects the practical consideration of the physical conditions 

that exist at the scaling location. Differcncoo ns to specific 

application of rules have occurred and special rules are used 

where specifically provided by contract or regional rules. 

Where Indian timber contracts have provided for and used the 

services of Scaling Bureaus, or scaling by another Federal agency, 

the BIA has previously entered into agreements as to how the 

scaline is to be accomplished ,.and the scaling rules to be followed. 

The West Side (Coastal) scaling procedures hare required, due to 

the many land ownerships of the area, that logs be marked by a 

registered brand as they are yarded so that ownership is defined. 

Such practice fitted the multiple ownership of Quinault. The log 

brand is recorded in the scaling action. The handling of the 

scale sheet recording the log is prescribed by iotcnnive instn,c

tions as to recoro and payment to the stumpa::;e owner. . .~ ;:)t1cc,-,/µ4<rC 

f~"lt<-' /,{.<i- a-<i. f1/f~t1-'1l 
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(1) A logging plan consisting of several logging blocks is 

prepared for each logging year. 

(2) Log brands are assigned by allotment and the logs are 

branded as they are felled and bucked according to location 

by property lines. 

(3) Logs are yarded and loaded and a truck ticket prepared listing 

the number of logs and brand. 

(4) Upon delivery to the scaling point, log load is scaled and 

recorded by brand. 

(5) Scaling Bureau issues scale record documents in required detail. 

(6) Scale documents are posted to provide volume total and total 

by allotment. 

(7) Scale report by allotment prepared and monthly Report of Timber 

Cut totaling all scale reports prepared. 

(8) Scale reports posted to Timber Money Record. 

(9) Journal Vouchers prepared for distribution of monies to 

appropriate accounts. 

Parallel with these actions are control and audit processes which 

include technical and accounting check of the actions, estimates of 

timber cut and not scaled, and advance cutting, collection of advance 

deposits from the purchaser. 
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Accepted practice j_s to use the scaling systems and ru.les common 

to the market area as the selling values and costs used to deter-

mine the conversion return as based on the expectation of the 

market. Changes in scaling rules~ effect the log value 

reflected in the market as the rule becomes general use. Where 

a long-term timber contract has provisions for re-examination of 

stumpage rates and inserts current market value which reflects 

the common scaling rule, a rule of the contract can be changed by 

the realization adjustment,and subsequent use of the common rule 

can be had without further adjustment or concern. 

Reference: Letter of Nov. 24, 1925•-Lee Muck 
Scaling Agreement between BIA and 

Grays Harbor Scaling Bureau 
General Ti.mber Sale Regulations 
History of Scaling Practices--June 1967 

) 
/ 
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' 1 
fa'.·. Development of access to the timber. 

The early Quinault sales in the period 1920-30 were mainly rail

road logged. Private logging company small railroads such as the 

Hobi Timber Company railroad and the Aloha Lumber Company railroad 

connected at the reservation boundary at Moclips to the Northern 

Pacific Railroad and access to the Grays Harbor Market. In the 

industry railroads held forth as the primary log mover until 

the late 1930~. 

Rail construction was progressive into the areas to be logged. 

At times the rails might be laid ahead to the back of a valley 

or natural unit and the logging proceed from the back out. As 

rapidly as logging was completed, the back rails could be lifted 
' I 

and used for new spurs. The railroad t,es were nearly always cut 

in the area and were seldomly removed when the rails were lifted. 

Timber considered nonmerchantable was commonly used as railbed 

fill, particularly in the swampy areas encountered. 

The World War II years saw the rapid development of heavy trucks 

for hauling and machinery for road construction and trucks became 

a more economical and efficient means of log transportation. As 

late as 1936 the cost per thousand feet of timber for railroad 

logging was considered low enough to justify railroads rather than 

trucks for large volume operations but there was a general tendency 
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to replace spur lines with tractors and truck operations. 

With the development of truck hauling the mainline roads built 

especially for trucks soon became permanent roads. With the road 

development a new approach to forest land management gained 

industry-wide acceptance. This was a form 

clear cutting by staggered blocks so as to 

of sustained yield using 
. •'· ., . . I 

,,.. ., ,. c f)o"fl"t;,,~:v L4'"1vdc'f' 
p;:lnrtie &- p,Mit ye-

seed source for regeneration of the cutover area. 

Logging railroads eventually began to disappear; however, in 1956 

Rayonier began rehabilitation of its mainline system. Today 

Rayonier is one of the few logging companies in the Grays Harbor 

Area still in the railroad· bus~ness, using their mainline from the 
-J/~1.--·r· W,r-('1-c"'t~>'/~'l-, MiQ/' 

Quinault Reservation to'.Grays Harbor. Rights-of-way for U.S. 

Highway 101 through the reservation were acquired around 1938 

and with this the trend to tru~ks was permanent. 

t ;r. Timber stand regeneration. 

In the early logging in the south side of the Quinault Reservation, 

BIA Foresters considered that natural regeneration would be all 

that was necessary to keep the reservation restocked. However, 

the contiguous areas of slash were very suscepttble to fire and 

the protection system was not well developed. In time, successive 

fires occurred in cutover areas and the natural regeneration was 
I 

destroyed. 211 .-1 :::te/,? ,Vt-.(1 . 
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In the 1920's the Foresters recognized that planting would be 

necessary to restock the forest. Chief Forester J. P. Kinney 

in 1928 wrote that it seemed feasible to use part of the income 

from timber sales to provide for future productivity. It was 

recognized by Mr. Kinney at that time that the Allotment Act 

would annul plans for the well-ordered restocking of Quinault 

forest lands. For many years, until the APW days of 1963, plant

ing was not done on allotted lands as it was policy that Federal 

funds would not be used to reforest the individuars private land. 

An attempt was made in the early thirties to have cut-over allot

ments deeded to the tribe for planting and managing, but very 

few allotments were ever turned over to the tribe for this purpose. 

The Spruce Orchard Plantation in 1933 and 1934 was the result of 

some of these land transfers. Severe fires destroyed this planta

tion and it was necessary to replant in 1941. 

Probably the earliest successful planting was that accomplished 

by the Agency Forestry staff in 1929. For this effort they hand

pulled 3,500 seedlings from a road right-of-way and planted 30 

acres of an area known as the Quinault Forest Experiment Station. 

In the next year or two at least 45,000 seedlings were obtained 

and planted in the experimental forest. Forest Supervisor Henry 

Stiles recommended that at least $2,500 be allocated to the Agency 

for additional work and nursery stock. 
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Other reforestation activity since that time includes the 

Quinault 10-year Planning Program in 1944, which recommended 

land ownership consolidation so that planting of cut-over lands 

could be accomplished; Proposed Tree Planting Projects, Quinault 

Indian Reservation, 1946; Reforestation Report 1967; Raft River 

fire planting under contract, 1968; and currently the Federal 

funded contracts with the Quinault Tribe for planting. 

It appears from research of the files that motive was never 

lacking, only the program appropriate to accomplish the planting. 

With the practice of clearcutting by staggered blocks and organized 

fire protection, the natural regeneration of cut-over areas has 

been largely successful. 
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IV. Crane Creek and Taholah Contracts. 

1. Presale discussion and preparation. 

(1) Alternate sale methods and decision for the large sales. 

The area north of the Quinault ltiver of which Crane Creek and Taholah 

are approximately two-thirds was proposed and advertised for sale 

as early as 1929, and bids were actually received but were rejected. 

In the aarly 1940s, interest was renewed and eventually evolved to 

the proposal of the Taholah Logging Unit in 1946. Variotis objections 

to the proposed sale were voiced and the alternatives of a coopera

tive association, Indian enterprise, a larger overall unit were 

forwarded and discussed. Subsequently, the proposal was made entitled 

the North Quinault Logging Unit. This would encompass all the area 

north of the Quinault River nnd satisfy the main objection to the 

Taholah proposal, i.e., that only a portion of the allotted interest 

of uncut timber would realize any stumpage return in the immediate 

future. 

The Bureau of Indian f,ffait-s was reluctant to undertake sale in 

one unit, and finally decision was arrived at to divide the area 

into four units, Taholah, Crane Creek, Queets, and Boulder to be 

advertised for sale at the same time. 
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1. 

(2) Solicitation of allottees consent by P/A. 

Realizing that any large sale of timber or sale of the remaining 

uncut area was a complex undertaking, the task of checking inheri

tance records and location of allottees and heirs was carried 

forward while the sale proposals and alternatives were being discussed. 

Some 1,380 allotments with 2,500 interests were involved. By the 

time the Taholah, Crane Creek, Queets proposal was presented in 

1948, approximately 60 percent of the allotment owner interests 

had signed consents to the sales. Information to the allottees 

was presented in meetings and individual inquiries, both in person 

and by letter. The level of interest :miong the timber owners was 

high with resultant wide discussion and dissemination of information • 

• 
A vast majority favored prompt sale of the timber. 

(3) Advertisement and subsequent contracting. 

The Crane Creek, Taholah, Queets, and Boulder Creek Units were 

advertised for sale in 1949. One bid for the Crane Creek Unit at 

advertised rates was received by Rayonier Incorporated. They subse

quently chose to forfeit the bid rather than execute the contract; 

this was no doubt due to the decline in log prices during 1949. 

Under authority of 25 CFR _______ , the Boulder Creek Unit 

was sold by negotiation to the Wagar Lumber Company and the Taholah 
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Unit was similarly sold to the Aloha Lumber Company. In 1952, the 

Crane Creek Unit was again advertised for sale. Rayonier Incorporated 
- • "" -1- ... l t r 1 , ,_ """ \ •-· o . 

submitted the only bid and(c~J contract in June 1952. The 

Queets Unit was not readvertised at the time and treatment of the 

area became a pattern of small sales of allotments that were the 

more accessible and of better quality. The fee patent and supervised 

sale policy of the BIA also provided outlet for timber owners to 

market their lands upon which the timber was the principal value. 

Reference: Forest Officer's Report Proposed Taholah, Queets, 
Crane Creek Logging Units - 1948 
Forest Officer's Report Taholah Logging Unit - 1946 
Conference notes Taholah Agency Meeting - Mar. 6, 1947 
District Forester Report of Meeting - Mar. 12, 1947 

(4) Contract terms for specific purposes. 

'(a) The advance payment schedule required 50 percent 

payment of estimated value within six years with 25 percent at 

execution of the allotment contract subsidiary to the general contract. 

(b) Stumpage rates to be paid in each succeeding quarter 

determined on basis of lo~ prices and application of fixed ratios 

to the log prices. 

{c) Ratio changes as altered situations would warrant. 

{<l) Review of stumpage rate in event PNLA log prices 

arc not representative or are unavailable. 

(c) The :;rane Creek contract provided for possible scale 

by a loG scalinro bureau. 

Reference: Crane Creek and T<-:holah Timber Contracts. 
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2. Contract Administration Procedures 

(1) Adjustment of stumpage rates 
~/,rt/ 

Procedure is stated in Section~ of the contracts and provides for 

quarterly adjustment of stumpage rates by application of the listed 

ratios to the price of logs as published by the Pacific Northwest 

Loggers Association (PNLA). This quarterly adjustment feature of 

the contract was lost when the PNLA ceased to publish log prices. 

Reference: Taholah and Crane Creek Timber Contracts 

(2) Adjustment of stumpage ratios 

Procedure is stated in Section 10 of the contracts and provides 

for the Approving Officer to establish new ratios when the altered 

situation warrants. The new ratios arc then applied as in Sec. 7 

to establish the quarterly stumpage rates. This feature was also 

lost when the PNLA ceased to publish log prices. 

Reference: Taholah and Crane Creek Timber Contracts 

(3) Scaling change to use of a Scaling Bureau 

The Crane Creek contract provided for such scaling and the Taholah · '"~r
1;,•,u~••'-

contract was modified March 21, 1956, to allow use of a Scaling 

Bureau. The change required the purchaser to enter into an appropri-

ate agreement with the Scaling Bureau. A corresponding scaling 

agreement between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Scaling 

Bureau was also executed. 

',Reference: Scaling Agreement Aloha Lumber Corporation and 
Grays Harbor Log Scaling & Grading Bureau. 
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The scaling change also considered the differences between BIA and 

Scaling Bureau scaling rules and this effect on the volume of scale. 

Varying opinion has been expressed on this effect and the BIA settled 

on a 12 percent difference, affirmed by a study. Prequisite adjust

ment was made in a ratio adjustment in 1955 and carried forward in the 

subsequent values used in calculation of stumpage rates. 

(4) Modification for salvage activity. 

Within a few years after start of logging on the Taholah Unit, it 

was evident the products defined in the contract did not cover the 

smaller size material encountered. All parties were interested in 

salvaging this material that would otherwise be waste and a modifica

tion was completed to provide for the taking of materials for pulp

wood production, shakeboards and shingle bolts, and small cedar poles. 

This production was optional by the purchaser. The modification also 

provided for scaling by a Scaling Bureau. A similar modification for 

salvage was executed on the Crane Creek Unit in 1959; however, the 

scaling part was already a provision of the Crane Creek contract. 

Production under the salvage modifications h~ never reached expecta

tions and ha- been sporadic. 

Reference: Contract Modfications Crane Creek and Taholah 

(5) Use of grade information. 

Original grade estimates were set out in the Forest Officer's Report 

proposing the Taholah-Queets-Crane Creek Logging Units. By 1957, 

sufficient data on grade recovery had been accumulated to adjust the 

original estimates. The grade data had been expanded from each 
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succeeding year of logging and is recorded for each year and accumu

lative for all years to date. The grade information was applied to 

log prices using the latest 3-year combined data. With the Secretary's 

decision of the 1966 Taholah appeal, the Taholah established grade 

prices are applied on a monthly basis to the log production to arrive 

at the monthly stumpage rate. 

References: Crane Creek and Taholah Grade Recovery Record 
PNLA Publications 

(6) Logging Cost Information 

The original appraisal and subsequent rate revising actions 

used cost information the result of study of purchaser cost records 

and experience in the economic area. The collection of this informa

tion.became more formalized and specialized to what is essentially 

present-day methods. In the 1960 rate revision, the BIA adopted the 

USFS Region 6 cost guides (West Side). In prior revisions they had 

been used for comparison purposes and for certain specific items of 

cost. Transportation costs were also standardized in the 1960 revision 

to use of the State of Washington tariff tables. Items of cost not 

available otherwise are determined by separate cost determination 

of the BIA. 

References: USFS Cost Guides 
State of Washington, Tariff Tables 

(7) Logging Plans 

Section 22 of the Crane Creek contract specifically provides 

that the purchaser shall submit a plan of his logging operations for 
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each contract year. Section 2 of the contracts and Section 9 of the 

General Timber Sale Regulations also bear on timber to be cut and 

logging progression, and while less specific is used to require 

logging plans for the Taholah cutting. Initial guidelines for the 

preparation of logging plans were developed from the inception of 

the contracts. They provided that the purchaser would submit a plan 

for the year's cutting to be reviewed by the Officer in Charge. 

Approval of the finalized plans is made for the Taholah Unit by the 

Superintendent; for the Crane Creek Unit the Area Director. The 

plans have been flexible to allow changes in areas of logging to meet 

market conditions, income needs of individual allottees, and the 

salvage of timber damaged by blowdown or fire. At the same time, 

the economics of construction of the access to the timber stands and 

the staggered block cutting requirements limited the choices available. 

In determining both the road development and the block layout, purchaser 

and Forestry personnel maintained close field contact and examination 

so that the plans, when formalized and presented for review, contained 

by and large concensus already reached. 

The key document to the formal presentation was the map of the logging 

unit showing logging and road development progression and the proposed 

new cutting blocks and road layout. As time passed and issues arose, 

the formal documents became more extensive and various field data 

listed. The map, however, remained the principal document. At present, 
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the logging plan has become an intensive document developed and 

reviewed with Indian representation, purchaser and BIA input. The 

plan investigations also serve to obtain factors necessary to the 

use of the U.S. Forest Service logging cost guides and the revision 

of stumpage rates. 

Reference material-

Maps by year 
Superintendent to Area transmittal - Crane Creek 
Area to Superintendent approval 
Superintendent to Purchaser approval - Taholah 

3. Contract Administration Problems and Controversy 

(1) Determination of change - Ratio Adjustments 

The Crane Creek and Taholah timber contracts provided initial 

rates (Section 6) and that these rates would be adjusted quarterly 

(Sections7, 8, & 9) by application of the listed ratios to the log 

prices as published by the Pacific Northwest Logger's Association (PNLA). 

This quarterly adjustment feature was lost when the PNLA ceased to 

publish log prices in November 1962. 

In addition to the quarterly adjustments provision made for adjustment 

of the ratios (Section 10) by the Approving Officer when an altered 

situation warranted. This section language received varied interpreta

tion. The purchasers held that only major changes in economics should 

be considered; however, the view of the BIA that changes such as costs, 
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log prices, in addition to other changes are the proper considerations 

and this view prevailed and was presumably accepted. The purchasers, 

however, retained opinion on various aspects of the ratio changes 

while accepting them. 

(2) Change in log market information source - Revision of Stumpage 

Rates. 

With the dissolution of the PNLA November 13, 1962, a new 

source of log price information was required and the decision of the 

Industrial Forestry Association (IFA) to publish log prices was welcomed. 

The stumpage rate change procedure moved to Section 11 of the contracts, 

which stated rates would be revised "in accordance with the trend of 

economic conditions in the West Coast logging and lumbering industry 

(Taholah) and West Coast forest products industries (Crane Creek). 

These controversies subsequently developed: 

a) Purchasers maintained that the IFA was essentially 

the same as the PNLA so that stumpage rate changes should continue 

to be made under Section 10. 

b) The difference in wording "logging and lumbering" 

versus "forest products industries" was noted by the purchasers 

and in their interpretation required measure by different means. 

c) The same question of the application to major changes 

only, was presented by the purchasers. 

All of these differed from the BIA view which was sustained in the 

subsequent revision actions and the BIA view has now become accepted 
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without the recurring controversy, although the purchasers remain as 

holding their own opinion. 

Upon tentative decision based on examination of indicators that 

economic conditions have changed to an extent to warrant revision 

of stumpage rates, a report is prepared entitled "Trend of Economic 

Conditions Relative to Revision of Stumpage Rates." This report is 

presented to the Approving Officer with recom:nendations as to proceed-

ing under Section 11 of the timber contract. The purchaser and Indian 

representatives are advised and a period of consultation is established. 

The report and other information is supplied the parties. Upon conclus

ion of the consultations required in the revision process. rec0ttanended 

stumpage rates are presented to the Approving Officer which become 

effective upon his notice to the purchaser and the Indian representatives. 

The report prepared is designed flrst to examine information reflecting 

the economic trend and, second, to calculate indicated revised stumpage 

rates. 

! 

The processes, ratio changes using PNLA log prices, and revised 

stumpage rates using IFA log prices have been characterized by inten

sive and continuing contention between the purchasers and the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs, including Secretarial appeals and recourse to the 

Courts. Only recently, with the revision for effective date of 

August 1, 1971, in which rates were reduced, have the Indian representatives 
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(4) Application of log prices and logging costs 

Purchasers have consistently raised the question as to use of the 

IFA data; (a) inclusion of the Puget Sound market, (b) exclusion of 

logs produced for inter-company use. Under ta) the argument arises 

that little if any Crane Creek and Taholah production enters the 

Puget Sound Market. In opposition, the BIA has contended the Grays 

Harbor market alone is not representative. Under (b) the purchasers 

argue the IFA data is overweighted to export prices and that the 

export market tends to handle the better quality logs with the lower 

grades entering inter-company use, which IFA does not report. 

The logging cost .. guides of the U.S. Forest Service represent West 

Side operations of Washington and Oregon. The purchasers argue that 

the Quinault conditions are not well represented. Their costs claims 

are consistently higher and due in their opinion to the uniqueness 

of the Quinault forest. Beyond the basic difference, the application 

of the cost guides adjustment features are contended as to the 

factors applicable andpi.rticular costs not included in the USFS 

guides present special problems of application. 

Reference: Stumpage revision report and consultations 

(5) Congressional inguiry into Quinault sales. 

The Quinault sales have been the subject of two inquiries. (a) Federal 

Timber Sale Policies - 1955-56, (b) Timber Sales--Quinault Indian 

Reservation - 1957. These inquiries discussed many aspects of the 

BIA timber sale policy and practice. 

Reference: Federal Timber Sales Policies--Joint Hearings 
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References Cont'd.: Sub-Comnittees of the Senate Interior 
and Insular Affairs Committee and House 
Government Operations Conmittee - 84th Congres&. 

Timber Sales--Quinault Indian Reservation--
Sub-Committee on Indian Affairs--Senate 
Interior and Insular Affairs Comnittee-• 
85th Congress. 

Secretary of Interior--Statement with respect 
to recorrmendations in Senate Report No. 971, 
85th Congress. 

(6) Purchaser appeals and influence on contracts. 

The purchasers, without exception, raised objections on each and 

every change in stumpage rates. The first formal appeals were made 

in 1960, which was the fifth time the stumpage-to-log price ratios 

had been reviewed. Out of each review and the appeal came contract 

interpretations that became procedure for future administration of 

the contracts. The 1960 appeals were denied by the Conmissioner r .lr"' 
,.J j , I I ; ' ' i ' 

Jh., {!,[(".;',/, #Vb r,Ur,'9'r/!,.(°/, ,:-/y t-7dA/""'.j, /;.}< -~-.%-· s-:1r.r';,:1·v 
In 1966, the stumpage rates were appealed by Aloha Lumber Corporation 

(Taholah Unit). This was the second rate revision under the Section 11 

provision of the contracts. A Secretarial decision of March 10, 1967, 

generally upheld the Commissioner's stumpage revision action; however, 

Aloha proceeded to the courts, which culiminated in a more or less 

neutral Memorandum Order dated September 9, 1969. However, further 

definition of the stumpage revising process was gained. Aloha con

tinued to appeal each successive rate revision on the basis of their 

court action. ITT Rayonier meanwhile c-mtinuer.1 to arp1e differences 

in the several rate revisio;ts and eventually appealed again to the 
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rates to be effective July 1, 1969. This appeal was also denied. 

Aloha finally settled their appeals in 1969 in an Agreement dated 
' I ! ,, :!1 ·.It A ,,,,.,,,,, 't- "if'.'-9 ~3..I b('< May 28, 1970, ,l',Jetj,. ../-,j ft~a ?,;; re"'!( W' .,,, IJ/:#(,.,_,;t ' f~t)r, <o.cl- ' • ' 

References: 1960 Appeal ITT Rayonier 
Secretarial Decision Mar. 10, 1967 
Memorandum Order No. 7198, U.S. Dist. Court 

West. Dist. of Wash. Sept. 2, 1969. 
Agreement May 28, 1970, between Quinault Representa

tives and Evans Products Co. (Aloha parent company). 

(7) Consultation processes. 

Both sections 10 and 11 of the timber contract provided for consulta

tion with the purchasers regarding intent to change stumpage-to-log 

ratios or revision of stumpage rates. The basis for the consultations, 

once notice has been given, has been the BIA report on the proposal. 

The consul tat ions have had v,iry ing degrees of formality. Usually the 

purchasers make both verbal and written presentations. Consultations 

with the timber owners, tribal officials and allottee~ in general, 

are also held. The more recent trend has been for the consultations 

to be held jointly with all parties represented. A report of the 
r,J,t. .,,,..,, . .v.~W. 

meeting is furnished to the Commissioner citing any changes to the 
I\, 

stumpage rates as a result of the consultations. 

(8) Stream treatment. 

Attention began to be focused on the effect of logging on streams 

in the early 19(,0s. The timber contract i;eneral regulati.ons provided 

for the leaving of streamside strips, but this was an aesthetic purpose 

and past attempts at leave strips had resulted in eventual blowdown 
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of the reserve timber. As a result of the new attention, meetings 

were held to resolve the problems of logging in relation to the 

fisheries aspect of the streams. While considerable material was 

available discussing proper stream treatment, the evolvement of this 

information into practices satisfactory to all the parties reviewing 

the stream~ treatment was slow. Meanwhile, the Taholah and Crane 
~,~~.;5, 

Creek purchasa:s had proceeded with stream cleanup, as directed by the 

Branch of Forestry. 

Particular problems associated with the streams are: 

ta) The timber owner is most concerned with receiving the 

timber revenue and does not wish to leave several thousand 

dollars' worth of timber in leave strips on the allotment; 

and the loss to blowdown risk is high. 

'(b) Many fee patent lands are astride streams and outside the 

control of the BIA. 

{c) Streams may have been in poor condition prior to the logging 

which exposes this condition. 

(d) The fisheries benefits accrue mainly to the resident popu

lation who :.is generally not the land-timber owner of the 

timber to be lo~ged. 

Reference: File "Fi.sh & Stream Problems, Western Wash. Agency. 

jlf>,-, Aesthetic criticism. 

The logged-over areas of the Crane Creek and Taholah Units present a 
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poor aspect to the casual observer. The stands, particularly those 

of cedar, are very decadent and contain high volume of dead standing 

and down timber. When the area is logged, the slash of the green 

timber is added to the debris already present although the dead 

material may be somewhat reduced by the taking of salvageable material. 

(10) Slash and residue treatment 

Decision was made early that, with very limited exception, the slash 

would not be disposed of by burning. Several factors were considered 

in this decision. 

a) The residues contained large amounts of materials 

currently salvageable or with prospects of salvage attention. 

b) Burning of the slash areas would require planting to 

regenerate the timber stand and the prospect of reforestation funds 

were not present. 

c) The cost of burning, aside from a high risk of timber 

and property damage, and of planting were not economically sound when 

natural regeneration could be obtained. 

d) The fire risk of the untreated slash did not appear 

excessive if reasonable cautions were exerted. 

e) Residues left on the ground following clearcutting 

serve a useful purpose in controlling tho movement of soil in 

areas of high rainfall. 

f) A study of the U.S. Forest Service indicated hemlock 

regeneration chances are more favorable when the area is not burned. 
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V. Period Since October 18, 1965 

The previous four sections were designed to cover in a general manner 

the timber cutting activity over the SO-year period. This section is 

intended to have considerably more detail; but as the problems and 

activity of the six-year period are culmination of the foregoing period, 

mac)l of the material previously mentioned will have current application. 

October 18, 1965, is an appropriate time to start since at that approxi

mate time a revision of stumpage rates was being prepared and that 

particular revision and appeal by the purchaser would have continuing 

effect and attention over the entire period following to date. Also, 

in 1965, the concern with proper treatment of streams was being given 

point~d attention. These two factors, revised stumpage rates and 

treatment of streams, are probably the main factors of the current 

controversies. 

Revision of stumpage rates for effective date of Jan. 1, 1966, 
Taholah Logging Unit. 

Rates were also revised on the Crane Creek Unit; however, they were 
.J ,, .. fie,,,,. ,, ,, 

accepted by the purchaser with what had become th&-usttai consultation 

contention. The Taholah rates, however, were appealed to the Secretary 

of the Interior and eventually to the District Courts. The appeal is 

extensively und "intenr.ively dncumented in a mountn:1.n of current files. 

Aloha Lumber Corporation had ',een newly a,.:quircd by .Evan,, Produces 

Company and a mixture of the old and new ;·egimes was concerned on 

the purchaser's part. 
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The report revising stumpage rates followed the procedure established 

in previous actions. This action was, however, only the second since 

the demise of the Pacific Northwest Loggers Association (PNLA), which 

was the source of log prices used to review the stumpage-to-log price 

ratios under Section 10 of the Taholah contract. The current source 

of log prices was the Industrial Forestry Assn. (IFA), and the revision 

action under Section 11 of the Tnholah contract. 

Procedure had also been established to use of the USFS Region 6 logging 

cost guides. In examinine the guides available in 1956, the BIA con

cluded that the FQrest Service cost guides were not representative of 

the cost situation. As a result the previous report costs were advanced 

on the basis of the <livi.sion of the increased value of logs by 75 percent 

to the stumpage owner and 25 percent to the purchaser as increased cost. 

This division was the same practiced in the quarterly adjustment features 

of other contracts let for sale of Indian timber. The BIA was of t;he 

opinion this allowance legitimately covered the cost increases. While 

the BIA was eventually criticized for the method used to establish costs, 

its judgment as to the USFS costs was substa..Tltiated in that the cost 

guide procedure and base was amended and changed by the USFS. 

Reference: Statement of Contentions & Submission of Facts in 
support of Stumpage Adjustment effective Jan. 1, 1966. 

j_ ~ The Aloha Lumber Corp. Appeal. 

The appeal is well stated in t;1e Secretary I s decision on the appeal. 

It states: 
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"Aloha's appeal is based upon the ground that the decision of 

the Coomissioner is contrary to the basic intent of the contract, 

because the Cotllllissioner in establishing stumpage rates: (1) 

arbituarily and capriciously disregarded actual costs of produc

tion existent in the industry; (2) arbitrarily and capriciously 

utilized a grade recovery factor which substantially overstates 

the actual grade of timber which can be expected to be realized 

in present and future operations by Aloha; and (3) selectively 

utilized trends of economic conditions in the West Coast logging 

and lumbering industry which tend to increase stumpage rates, 

while excluding from consideration trends which have the effect 

of reducing stumpage rates." 

The appeal can be reduced to five separate issues: 

~k~)Whether the stumpage adjustment procedures set forth 

in Section 9 of the contract are applicable; 

-(',._h)Whether the Bureau's profit and risk allowance is adequate; 

~-} Whether the Bureau's use of a three-year average grade 

recovery is proper; 

)'\'tJ)Whether the Bureau's method of computing weighted log 

values is proper; and 

f >el Whether the Bureau's failure to allow an increase in 

logging cost is proper. 

Reference: Decision in the matter of the appeal of Aloha 
Lbr. Corp., Contract 1-101-Ind-1766, Stumpage 
Adjustment effective Jan. 1, 1966. 
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' 'J ',, t3i The deci.sion of the Secretary of the Interior on the appeal. 

A hearing was held at Portland, Oregon, by Deputy Assistant Secretary 

Robert E. Vaughan, at which time testimony was received from representa

tives of Aloha, the BIA, and certain Indian timber owners. As a 

result of the hearing and information submitted, the Secretary decided 

as follows: 

~11) The Bureau's use of Section 11 in the January 1, 1966, 

adjustment and future adjustments under the contract is 

hereby determined to be proper. 

{~bl The Bureau's allowance of 10.22 percent profit and risk 

factor is proper under the contract. 

(~) L/ Aloha should pay the timber owners for the actual grade 

of timber recovered. 

,(,~)J) There is no reason to allow Aloha the increased cost of 

transportation to the Puget Sound Area. 

(~)c) Aloha has not been disadvantaged by the cost allowances 

used, consequently Aloha'a appeal with respect to the 

Bureau's treatment of logging costs is hereby rejected. 

Upon subsequent application, the decision was modified to provide that 

the BIA continue to pay the allottees on the basis of a single unit-wide 

stumpage rate for each specie:;. This allowed the calculation of 

monthly stumpage rates by species instead of separate monthly rates 

for each allotment by species. It did not affect the prices to be 

paid by Aloha. 

Reference: Same as previous reference. 
Modification of Decision dated Oct. 20, 1967. 
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v. 

If. ~ Appeal to the District Court and Appeal Settlement 

The action was brought by Aloha Lumber Corporation for judicial review 

of the decision of the Secretary of the Interior of March 10, 1967, 

and sought return of monies paid under protest by Aloha. The court 

review produced a Memorandum Order No. 7198 which remanded the matter 

back to the Secretary to: 

~ ti) Obtain adequate data as to· any increment in the cost factors 

allowed in the 1964 adjustment which were reflected in a 

trend of economic conditions in the West Coast logging and 

lumbering industry as of the 1966 adjustment; and, determine 

whether disallowed costs had become at that time a normal 

cost in the relevant industry and, if so, determine a base 

for such cost as of the time the challenged adjustment was 

made. 

, h) Establish a reasonable profit and risk factor in accordance 

with the trends in the West Coast logging and lumbering industry. 

The order also suggested that the BIA consider broadening the base 

for measuring log values (i.e. include the Columbia River market). 

As the matter was drawn out after the Court Order, the Secretary indicated 

he would be amenable to a settll'mcnt agreement that had favor with tlw 

Tribe and the allottees. In a 5eries of exchanges and meetings between 

Aloha and Tribal and allottee representatives, an "Agreement of May 28, 1970, 
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was completed and received approval of the Secretary on August 7, 1970. 

The approval was conditioned to written endorsement of modifications 

to the agreement. These provided: 

(.a-h,1 The currently used 30-day notice prior to adjustment remained 

v:-
in effect. If necessary, an additional period of time will 

be granted in which to complete arbitration, as provided in 

the terms of the agreement. 

(.l,t1~It shall be understood by all parties that the Secretary 

*· expects to accept the decisions rendered by the Arbitration 

Board pursuant to paragraph 3 of the agreement, as modified, 

but the Secretary shall not be bound to approve any arbitra

tion decision which might be in conflict with the interests 

of the Indian or the United States. 

With the completion of the agreement, the funds held in escrow war.e 
• 

distributed as set out in the agreement • 

.f: ~ Procedures arising from lhe appeal and decisions and the 
settlement. 

At least as far as the Taholah contract was concerned, the revision 

of stumpage rates appeared to be reduced to a technical and established 

procedure in the arriving at log values and logging costs. The role 

of the "Allottee's Corrmittee" to represent the allottees in general 

was given credence, and a provis;on £or arbitration beyond the consulta

tion stage was provided for in subsequent rute revisions. 
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Application to the Crane Creek Unit, while not exact, would tend to 

follow the same pattern with the exception of the Arbitration Board. 

6. Subsequent series of revisions of stumpage rates. 

Stumpage rates were revised for effective dates of 1/1/68, 1/1/69, 

7/1/69, and 8/1/71. Aloha appealed the first three on the basis 

of any increment derived from their appeal of the 1/1/66 rates. ITT 

Rayonier appealed the 7/1/69 revision, and upon denial of their 

appeal, went on record as disagreeing with the decision of the 

Secretary on several factors pointed out by ITT Rayonier. They 

urged that a joint effort to establish fair and workable procedures 

for future use and to pursue other areas of controversy for their 

reduction or elimination. 

The revision for effective date of August 1, 1971, introduced new 

facets to the process. The consultation on the Taholah rates did 
• 

not obtain the desired agreement between the purchaser and the 

allottee representatives and the arbitration feature of the Agreement 

of May 28, 1969, was invoked. This Agreement provided in paragraph 3: 

It is understood of all parties that written notification 

will be received 60 days prior to the effective date of an 

adjustment. All parties will exert all effort to negotiate 

in good faith future stumpage adjustmento prior to effective 

date. Should there be disagreement on specific items 40 days 

after start of negotiations, the specific items shall go to 
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binding arbitration for a period of not more than 40 days, at 

which time a decision shall be rendered by the Arbitration 

Board. The Arbitration Board shall consist of three persons, 

one chosen by land owners and one by Aloha. It shall be 

incumbent upon the two selected to choose the third arbitrator 

who shall act as chairman. The third shall be selected within 

a 2-day period. If they are unable to select a third party, 

two new arbitrators will be selected. In their determination 

the arbitrators shall be guided by the terms of the Taholah 

contract. Each party shall pay fees, cost, expenses, if any, 

of his arbitrator. The third arbitrator costs shall be shared 

equally by both parties. 

The Agreement containing the arbitration feature was approved by 

Assistant Secretary Loesch on ~ugust 7, 1970, with conditions con

cerning the arbitration: 

(a) That the currently used 30-day notice prior to adjust

ment of stumpage rates remain in effect. If necessary, an addi

tional period of time will be granted in which to complete 

arbitration, as provided under the terms of the agreement. 

(b) It shall be understood by all parties to the Agreement 

that the Secretary of the Interior expects to accept the decisions 

rendered by the Arbitration Board pursuant to paragraph 3 of the 

Agreement as modified by paragraph 3 of this letter, but that 

the Secretary shall not be bound to approve any arbitration decision 

which might be in conflict with the interests of the Indian or the 

United States. 
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The Arbitration Board met at Seattle, Washington, on July 21, 1971, 

and issued a decision under date of July 27, 1971. The Board 

consisted of Judge E. c. Cushing, Chairman, I. L. Trieger, Aloha, 

and N. D. Terry, Quinault interests. The Board reviewed the 

background and detail of the proposed revision of stumpage rates, 

and found for a trivial difference which changed logging costs 

25c with corresponding 25c reduction of the rates developed by 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The substantial reduction of stumpage 

rates made effective August 1, 1971, derived from the prices of 

the log market, not from action of the Arbitration Board although 

the board recognized the log price effect. Upon the Board's 

decision, the allottee representative notified his withdrawal 

ftom the Board and that the Board's recommendations were not 

acceptable. The Secretary, however, accepted the Board's recom

mendations and made the revised rates effective as of August 1, 1971. 

The Crane Creek rates were also revised and the revised rates 

made effective August 1, 1971. 

ITT Rayonier had objected vigorously to the revised rates, which 

were a reduction of rates, differing with the BIA report approxi

mately $4 per thousand board feet. The Aloha differences with 

the BIA report that ended up with the Arbitration Board were 

$.64 per MBF. 

The Quinault Tribe and allottee representatives refused to accept 

the revised stumpage rates but did not formalize an appeal. Instead, 
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they re/orted to blockage of the access to the logging units. 

Aloha Lumber Corporation proceeded to the U.S. District Court 

for relief against the blockage and were successful in obtaining 

a preliminary injunction against the Tribe, the Committees, and 

named individuals--date of September 30, 1971. 

ITT Rayonier chose to meet with tribal representatives and accord

ingly committed themselves to pay the stumpage rates in effect 

previous to the revision. Upon petition to the Secretary by both 

parties, the previous rates were restored for Crane Creek stumpage. 

Reference Material: 

Arbitrator's Decision 
Portland Area Office reports to Conmissioner: 

Trend of Economic Conditions Report 
Report on Arbitration Board Decision 

Agreement of May 28, 1970 
Assistant Secretary'• approval of Agreement 
Resume of Consultation Meeting 
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7. Quinault representatives criticism of forest management. 

The District Court Injunction statement mentioned that the BIA 

representatives had the power to close the purchaser's operations 
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for cause under the timber contract. Subsequently, the Quinault 

representatives requested the BIA to close the operations and cited a 

long list of alleged contract violations. As a result of these allega

tions, the Area Director, Portland, advanced to the Conmissioner the 

need for an unbiased review of the timber sale administration activity 

at the Quinault Reservation and other reservations also. A cODllllittee 

for such a review was formed but due to dissention did not become 

operative. 
WA-' 

A review,.. completed January 24, 1972, by a study group 

orangized by tribal request to the Environmental Pootection Agency 

entitled, ''Report on Forestry and Related Resources Management". is.

now under study by the .r.ODJPissione:s' s Off:lce. 

The management criticism can be described by the four actions filed 

in the U.S. Court of Claims, or by items as follows: 

~ Regeneration of lands cutover. 
(I)~ 

The practices of management concerning regeneration are 

covered in Section III 7. The current measure of this has led to 

contention as to what constitutes adequate regeneration. The BIA 

measure fa£ the Taholah Unit;f iww-be-i-ag- E'~viewee--~-&he-Are-a-OU-ke 

indicatJ regeneration is occurring as planned in the cutting method. 
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Backlogs in old cutover areas have been reduced and can be liquidated 

in the short term. Advice hired by the Quinault representatives 

state regeneration is generally deficient. 

(2) Stream Treatment. 

Attention to streams has been emphasized on an 

increasing extent since the problem received wide recognition 

starting in approximately 1960. Differences as to what would 

constitute proper treatment has been a problem which has been 

reduced materially with the development of 1972 Crane Creek and 

Taholah and subsequent Logging Plans. 

(3) Residues present after logging. 

The cedar stands are characterized by high residue 

volume, the result of dead trees and deadfall naturally present 

and the effect, and slash from logging. Since cedar is more pre

dominate on the Taholah Unit, this is a more extensive problem 

there. The residue is said to (1) block regeneration, (2) be a 

fire hazard, and (3) be unpleasing in appearance. However, until 

the economic solution of removal of the residues arrives, these 

drawbacks must be borne if the stand3 are to be logged, nor are 

they unbearable if the natural processes are allowed to occur and 

maximum utilization available to the times is exercised. The 

usual alternative advanced is to burn the residue. Such action 
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requires that provisions for planting the area be available. 

Usually ignored in the burning alternative is a determination 

of the damage risk present. 

(4) Logging practices and timber required to be cut. 

The logging practices are concerned with their 

effect on (2), (3), and (4) above, and the associated road 

construction. Road construction is recognized as the major 

source of surface soil movement in logging operations and the 

Quinault activities are no exception. The road systems required 

are both extensive and expensive, generally requiring substantial 

rock fill. 
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,. Clearcutting has been the general practice in old growth West Side 

(West Side Cascade Mtns.) forests and all material delineated by the 

contract terms is required to be paid for whether removed or not. 

Where selective logging by individual tree is practiced, it is a 

foregone conclusion, in old-growth stands, that the trees capable of 

being reduced to the highest quality material will generally be taken 

to a high degree; however, this quality is not the basis of selection 

for removal. 

1}f The timber contract states the standards regarding trees to be 

taken, their utilization, and recognizes timber areas that are sub

marginal due to these standards and the cost of production. Quality 

of the log produced within the standards is not a consideration in 

taking the log; however, the stumpage rate should reflect the quality 

expected. Even if rates are established by log grade, there is no 
~w~~ 

effect on the,material required to be paid for under the contract. 

In a long-term contract, the changes occurring in market demand and 

efficiency of logging practices have usually reduced the areas con

sidered submarginal with corresponding increase in the volume of the 

logging unit. The situation existing at the end of the contract would 

be the product of the above. 

(S.) 
~- ~ Deductions for Administrative Expenses. Pursuant to the Act of 

February 14, 1920, (41 Stat. 415) the Act of March 1, 1933, (47 Stat. 

1417) and the Act of April 30, 1964 (78 Stat. 186), an administrative 
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fee reasonable to the work involved in the sale of timber is taken 

from the proceeds of the sale of timber. 

Cumulative records have beennmaintained since F. Y. 1949 on the Western 

Washington Agency showing expenditures at the Agency level from funds 

appropriated for forest management activities, except funds appropriated 

specifically for fire suppression or pest control and the record also 

lists the amounts withheld as an administrative fee. The record serves 

as a continuing review and a basis to determine whether or not the 

percentage deducted from the gross proceeds of Indian timber sold should 

be changed. No attempt has been made to obtain a balance between 

expenditures and deductions in any one year nor is an exact balance 

expected over more extensive periods of time. An approximate and 

reasonable balance is all that can be anticipated. The percentage 
K__ece1;.-/ ly 

applied to Quinault timber sales has varied. Cur~-ly, it is eight 

percent and was set at this level April 1, 1970, being reduced from 
I , \,') (' /4 

lo /f O f J:.,,.1, I,, -;;Jy flf2(' Cli),f-
1 
/7i2dt' -f't1' N;,'b-<! .. ....__ percent. vUf' f-c, ,,1,, 1t..~;'C , > .· . .· - , , 

As of June 30, 1971, the expenditure, starting F. Y. 1949, at the agency 
appropriated 

level for/funds expended or obligated for forest management total 

$3,486,306. For this same period, the amount withheld from Indian 

timber sales for administrative purposes totals $4,002,115. 

{~"' v-:: 
I,;, /. (, 
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(6) Crane Creek and Taholah stumpage rates. 

The procedure of revising stumpage rates includes a consultation 

with the purchaser, tribal representatives, and allottees in 

general, prior to submission of rate recommendations to the C 

CODlllissioner. Until the rate revision for effective date of 

August 1, 1971, the tribal and allottee role was relatively passive 

but also opposed to the contentions of the purchasers. Thus, the 

contention was mainly between the BIA and the purchasers, based on 

the indicated rates set out in the BIA stumpage revision report. 

Traditionally, the rates had been compared with the U.S. Forest 

Service rates but with the export restrictions on Forest Service 

timber and the log price effect of the export market, this compari

son has deferred to comparison with State of Washington sales 

which are not subject to export and largely go to the export market • 
• 

The log values used in BIA revision are based on the combination of 

domestic and export markets and the rules of this are well estab• 

lished by purchaser contention, appeals, and actions in the Courts. 

Other differences principally quality of material logged make true 

comparison an\ intensive exercise. 

In the consultations and the Arbitrati.on Board review of the 

August 1, 1971, revised rates, the Quinault representatives 

advanced the concept of comparative stumpage rates, presenting 
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evidence of State of Washington sales comparisons. Among other 

deficiencies their comparisons did not take account of material 

quality differences. Critical to the contentions on the revised 

rates is the fact they were a decrease from those previously in 

effect. 

References: Transcript of Proceedings, Aloha Lumber Corp. 
vs. Quinault Tribal Council, et al. 

Report on Forestry and Related Resources 
Management, Jan. 24, 1972. 

Reproduction Survey Report, Taholah Unit, Feb. 28, 
1972. 

Stream Treatment File, Collection, Portland Area 
Office File. 

Administrative Deduction Record, Portland Area 
Office File. 

Revision of Stumpage Rates Report for rates 
effective Aug. 1, 1971. 

Report of Arbitration Board on Taholah Rates 
for effective date Aug. 1, 1971. 

Quinault Allottee Committee. 

The Quinault Allottee Committee, in its present form, was activated 

in mid-1968 as a means of allottee input into the Western Washington 

Agency management activity. The Superintendent fixed a policy 

that actions concerning Quinault land and timber be reviewed by the 

Committee for their concurrence, and until such concurrence was 

available the actions would not proceed further. 

The Committee was recognized by the Assistant Secretary of the 

Interior in the negotiation with Aloha Lumber Corporation as to 

settlement of Aloha's appeals initiated with the January l, 1966, 

rate revision. Since the settlement in mid-197O, the Committee 

has continued to be a voice of tribal and allottee review and 
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criticism of the Forestry program. The COlllllittee is currently 

active in the development and review of the annual logging plans 

for the Crane Creek and Taholah Units. 

The actions filed in the u. s. Court of Claims 772, 773, 774, 

775-71 lists the Conmittee as a plaintiff. The CODlllittee repre

sentation in these matters was joined early to the effort of 

developing the attorney contract. 

'-,i]j~ 
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Belen Mitchell, et al. v. United States Case 

SZA'EEMENT OF CASE 

The action by the Quinault Allottees against the United States 

for failure to prudently manage their allotments is an unique effort 
c .... f f.,..,.a I 

to apply the principles of sound silvire~ltUNt management for a single 

large forest of 170,000 acres to a collection of 2,340 1eparate foreats 

of 80 acres each. It is apparent that there are no applicable standards 

to measure the care or lack of care by the United States in the manage

ment of the plaintiffs' land. Private industry does not manage its 

timber in 80•acre tracts. Nor does the Forest Service manage the 

public timber in such a manner. The standard of care rendered by the 

United States in the management of the plaintiffs' lands must be viewed 

aa a changing standard which takes into consideration the balancing 
[are?] 

of many interests which is readily apparent as one views the history 

of the Quinault Indian Reservation and its timber resources. 

(fr~ 
The Quinault Reservation contained approximately 190-000'acres 

of which 176,000 acres were heavily timbered. The reservation baa 

been completely allotted to provide permanent homes for the Indiana 

of the reservation. It was the purpose of the treaty and the Allotmen• 

Act~ that the allotments would not only provide permanent home• but 

sufficient land for the support of the Indian family through agricultural 

development. The Allotment Act does not contemplate that the allotted 

tract will be managed for its timber but that such tract will be 



cleared and farmeo by the Indian family for their support. It was 

appawent in the early history of the reaervation that the laud waa 
.:M ,/ 11,/ ,-,,, 1:,:1~ tPr erl'/""~ -

.alfK"'rauitable for timber production then crop•. As a reault, the 

Coaaniaaioner of Indian Affair• ordered all allotting 1topped in 

1915 so that the reservation could be managed as a·foreat. The 

Coania1ioner'• policy was short lived for, in 1924, the United 

State, Supreme Court ordered the Secretary of the Interior to con• 

tinue the allotting of the reservation. (United States v. P!Y!!, 

264 u.s. 446 (1924)) By the Pane decision, the Supreme Court, 

rather than the Secretary of the Interior, determined the ailvi• 

cultural.management program for the (luinault Reaervation. From that 

time to the present,there has been a never-ending conflict between. r i 
i ,,Nl 

efforts by the professional foresters for the Bureau of Indian ,11 /f? ~ 

Affairs to manage the Quinault Reservation upon sound silvi• 

cultural.principles and the efforts of the allotment owners to 

.,-;~I' 

realize in their lifetime income from the timber growing upon their 

respective allotments. The hi.Cory of timberisanagement on the 

Quinault Reservation has been one of compromise and adjustment 

hae satisfied neither the desires of the Bureau'• profeseional 

foresters nor the allotment owners. 

The plaintiffs' complaint attempu to 1et forth a wide range 

of alleged nonfeasance and negligent acts by the United States in 

2 
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connection with the plaintiffs' allotments. It appears bkat they 

may be summarized in four general categories as follows: 

('\. ' 

1. Failure by the United States to provide adequate 

conditions in the logging of/-U.t:/1 the allotted lands to 

protect the plaintiffs' interests. 

2. That representatives of the United States by mia• 

representation, undue influence, and coercion obtained powera 

of attorney from the plaintiff& to enter into contracts for 

sales of timber and failed to provide the allottees with a 

full and complete disclosure of information before obtaining 

the allottees' consent to enter into large-size, long•term 

contracts. 

3. That the United States failed to rehabilitate and 

provide for regeneration of the timber after it had been 

cut from the plaintiffs' allotments. 

4. That the United States failed to provide fer prudent 

management of an area within the Quinault Reservation known 

as the Queeta Unit in that representatives of the United 

States encouraged the selling of trust lands and failed to 

provide a management program for planned harvesting of the 

Unit. 

3 



The plaintiff•' complaint makes general allegations of negligent 

conduct by the United States in early contracts on the reservation 

beginning in 1920, however, in subsequent pleadings, it appears that 

plaintiffs will concentrate on alleged negligent conduct arising out 

of the contracts connected with the Taholah and Crane Creek Units. 

The Taholah Unit was contracted to the Aloha Lumber Corporation in 

1950, and the Crane Creek Unit was contracted with Rayonier Incor~or~~.e~:/4
1
,,.s- ,.,.,1 

in 1952. Consequently, this report will conc_!~~-i;~n·tne ;~tivities 

of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the management of the Taholah and 

Crane Creek Unitai The volume of material which has been reviewed 

in the preparation of thie report ie immense, and thie report ie only 

a summary. It aleo must be remembered that,with chnaging admini• 

atrationa and pereonnel, there have been many change• in policiee, 

eome of which are conflicting, which have been caused by the many 

conflicting interests involved in the management of the Quinault lan.ds • 
• 

It is apparent from all of the information available that the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs ha• attempted to manage the lands upon a baaia of 

obtaining maximum income for the allotment owners and, at the same time, 

to fulfill in some form the direction of Congrese to manage Indian 

forest• upon the basis of a suetained yield of management. It is 

'· aleo apparent that the two principles are incompatible. 
/\ ;u,f r, c 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

of 

QUINAULT INDIAN RESERVATION AND ITS RELATION
SHIP TO TIMBER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ; 

•.it' 

A treaty was negotiated by Governor Stevens between the United .,.Jt) 
State• and the Quinault (Quinaielt) and the Quileute (Quillehut•) 

--~ ? 

f.,,_~,.'f-
✓-\.-~J 1 

Indiana whereby the Tribe• ~~~~~;to the United State, a large tract 

of land on the Pacific Coast of Washington. The Treaty was concluded 

on July 1, 1855, ratified by the Senate March 8, 1859, and proclaimed 

by the President on April 11, 1859 (12 Stat. 971). There wae reserved 

for the Tribes a tract of land sufficient for their wanta within the 

Territory of Washington to be selected by the President of the United 

~tate1 and set apart for their excluaive use. Article VI of the Treaty · 

ft~Jti provided that the Jre1ident may allot the reservation to individuala 
0~ . 

of the Tribe or families on the same terms and subject to the lame 

• 
regulation, as provided in the sixth article of the Treaty with the 

Omahas. ~:A small reservation of approximately 10,000 acres waa set 

aside for the Quinaults and later enlarged to approximately 200,000 

acre• by Executive Order of November 4, 1873. The Indian Bureau COil• 

menced the allotting of the reservation in 1905 under the Treaty of 

1855 and the General Allotment Act of 1887. (24 Stat. 388) By 1911, 
I,'? c,, 

appYow:f:metely 750 allotments had been completed. 

By the Act of March 4, 1911~(36 Stat. 1345), Congress specifically 

directed the Secretary of the Interior to make allotment• on the 

Quinault Indian Reservation under the provisions of the Allotment Laws 

of the United States.· 

" ••• to all members of the Hoh, Quileute, Ozette 



or other tribes of Indiana in Waehington who are 

affiliated with the Quinault and Quileute Tribes 

in the Treaty of July 1, 1855, and January 23, 1856. 

It 
• • • 

In 19.14 the Coanisaioner of Indian Affairs stopped the allotting 

of heavily forested land• within the Quinault Reaervation and directed 

a crui1e of the timber for the purpoae of preparing a plan to manage 

the reservation timber as an integral forest unit.· From 1915 to 1917 

the Indian Bureau ~ti~~t,• waa engaged in the preparation of auch a 

cruise for the management of the reservation timber. 

In 1911 Tommy Payne, an Indian of the Quileute Tribe, bad eelected 

an allotment of 80 acre• which contained 40 to 50 acres of timber land,~ 
fn:l..;.T 

::~nd· the remainder being bottom land lying along the Raft River. The 

Indian Bureau refused to confirm the allotment becauee of itl policy1 
timbered 

establiahed in 1914>to withhold 'from allotment the tUf~I lands of 

the reservation for management as a unit. Numeroua other Indiau had 

applied for allotment• of the timbered land which had been refu••~ and 

Payne brought auit in the Federal Diatrict Court to compel the Secretary 

to issue a trust patent. The queetion presented to the court waa whether 

the land, being timbered, was to be excluded from the operation of the 
al 

Allotment Act which referred only to the allotting of agricultur, and 

grazing lands. 

The Federal District Court, as well as the Court of Appeals, held 

that Payne waa entitled to an allotment and the matter was appealed to 

2 



the Supreme Court of the United Statea, which affirmed the lower 

courts. 

The Supreme Court reasoned that the Allotment Act muet harmonize 

with Article VI of the Quinault Treaty, which made no restriction in 

respect to the character of the land to be assigned or allotted. The 

lourt stated that the Treaty must be construed liberally in favor of 

the rights claimed under it, and it concluded that the character of 

the lands to be set apart for the Indiana severally was not restricted. 

The Court felt that there was no intention to exclude timber lands, 

and the Allotment Act could not be construed to exclude such lands 

from allotment without bringing about a materially restrictive change 

in the terms of the Treaty. The Court concluded: 

"• •• It is not an unreasonable view of the re• 
an 

quirement that/allotment shall not exceed 80 acres of 

agricultural or 180 acres of grazing land to say that 

it was meant not to preclude an allotment of timbered 

lands, capable of being cleared and cultivated, but 

simply to differentiate, in the manner of area, between 

lands which may be adapted to agricultural uses and 

lands valuable for grazing purposes." United States 
, 449 

v. Payne, 264 U.S. 446/(1924) 

3 



With the Payne deci1ion, the plane for the management of the 

forests on the Quinault Reservation as a unit were abandoned. By 

1934 all of the forest land within the reservation had been allotted. 

4 



III. Issues Raised by Quinault Allottees 

A. Lack of Prudent Management by the Government. 

1. Inadequate Formula or Means for Determining Fair Stumpage 

Prices and Use of Inadequate and Eroneous Data in the Formula. 

a. Stumpage Determination Formulas 

There are several formulas that have had use in appraisal 

of timber stumpage. The fornrulas are similar in the 

basic factors and vary in the method of determining 

the profit margin. Thus: 

Stumpage= Selling Value - Costs - Profit Margin 

1) Valuation Factor - profit margin is calculated by 

taking a part of the conversion return. 

2) Overturn Method - profit margin is calculated on a 

percent of estimated cost. 

3) Profit Ratio Method - profit margin is calculated 

on a percent of estimated cost and stumpage (stumpage is 

considered a cost). 

4) Selling Price Ratio - profit margin is expressed as 

a percentage of return on sales and converted to a 

profit ratio. 

5) Investment Approach - profit margin established on 

the basis of capital engaged. 

All these methods have been used by public agencies to 

arrive at stumpage appraisal although the valuation factor 

r·:l. i,;: ,:,:. 
t,",•, 
;: . 

,: 
' 



appears to have been used only by the Bureau of Land 

Management. The Bureau of Indian Affairs use has 

followed the u.s. Forest Service practices-•from use of 

the investment approach in the 1920s to use of overturn 

to present use of the profit ratio. The BLM. and USFS 

currently indicate they use the selling price ratio 

concept to arrive at the profit ratio. 

b. Selling Value 

Quinault appraisals since inception of timber sales have 

used log selling prices to calculate stumpage prices. 

The coastal marketing area of which Quinault is a part 

has historically dealt in log values and log markets. 

Collection of such data by Foresters was an integral 

part of the appraisal of stumpage. Early sales appraisal 

relied on the log market data gathered from their own 

I;!, 
inqyiry and compiled. Although the Pacific Northwest 

Loggers Association (PNLA) eventually became a published 

source of log market data that was used to appraise 

stumpage, it did not exist in the Grays Harbor area in 

the 1920s. When the PNLA ceased operation, the Industrial 

Forestry Association (IFA) began collecting and publishing 

similar log market transactlon information. 

The USFS also used log market prices in their appraisals 

until approximately 1960 when they changed to end-product 
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appraisal~ The BLM has traditionally used log delivered 

to mill pond values. The BIA continues to use log market 

value for Quinault sales. This is advantageous to the 

allotted owners since the market reflects the export 

prices and these have been a dominant factor in the rise 

in appraised stumpage values. The USFS and BLM timber 

sales are restricted as to export and thus tend to reflect 

a domestic price. In comparison State of Washington 

sales are not export restricted but by law have the 

impractical requirement of use of domestic log prices 

in appraisal. Log prices are quoted by grade and the 

quality of a given timber sale is directly reflected in 

such application to the appraisal. 

c. Logging Costs 

Collection of cost~ applicable to timber being appraised 

was a responsibility of the local appraising organization. 

Over time the collection has developed from individual 

efforts to a system utilizing specialists. Collection 

by BIA personnel appraising timber has been from purchasers 

of Indian timber, pursuant to a contract clause, and 

contact and inquiry to logging businesses in the reserva

tion vicinity. Since appraisal was to log prices only 

logging costs were applicable or needed. Such collections 

followed the practices of the times and the recognized 
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accumulation procedures. USFS cost collections were 

viewed as a reference and comparison facility and 

became a source of specific costs as their information 

became a formal regional publication. With the revision 

of the Crane Creek and Taholah stumpage rates in 1960, 

the USFS cost guides were adopted for standard use. 

Specific cost items not in their cost guide have been 

developed by the BIA or obtained from other recognized 

cost sources. Use of this method has been reinforced as 

a result of purchaser appeals, Congressional inquiry, 

Secretarial decisions, and purchaser resort to the 

Courts to contest rate revisions. Most recently, an 

Arbitration Board established by Quinault officials and 

Aloha Lumber Corporation, reviewed the cost allowances. 

The USFS cost guidet derive from their program of cost 

collection from a sample of their purchasers and is 

revised on an approximate six-month's interval to reflect 

current cost collections from purchaser closing fiscal 

year records. The BLM uses costs derived from their 

direct time studies, and a variety of sources such as: 

the USPS, BIA, Pacific NW Experiment Station, Labor 

Union basic wage rates, manufacturer purchase prices and 

operating expenses, etc. The State of Washington gathers 

local purchaser cost data and uses it with cost adjust-
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ment tables of the USFS generally. Certain cost allow-

ances are empirically developed or have a standard 

formulation. 

d. Profit Margin 

As previously discussed, the manner of obtaining the 

profit margin is the difference between appraisal 

formulas. There are various means of determining the 

factor as related to any fonoula. Among them are (1) 

published findings of the Federal Trade Comnission and 

Securities and Exchange COlllllission, (2) examination of 

purchaser financial statements (3) special industry 

studies, (4) timber sale bidding experience. Appraisers 

may use one or all in arriving at a factor, and usually 

do, although one may be the rule and the others used to 

compare and substantiate. The profit margin is composed 

of several allowances with profit the major one. Others 

are risk, income taxes, interest on borrowed capital. 

e. Contract Administration Procedures 

1) Quarterly adjustment of stumpage rates 

Procedure is stated in Sections 7, 8, and 9 of the 

contracts and provides for quarterly adjustment of 

stumpage rates by application of the listed ratios to 

the price of logs as published by the Paci fie Northwest 

Loggers Association (PNLA). This quarterly adjustment 
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feature of each contract was lost when the PNLA ceased 

to publish log prices 

2) Adjustment of stumpage ratios 

Procedure is stated in Section 10 of the contracts and 

provides for the Approving Officer to establish new 

ratios when the altered situation warrants. The new 

ratios are then applied as in Section 7 to establish 

the quarterly stumpage rates. This feature was also 

lost when the PNLA ceased to publish log prices. 

-Referenee-r-'Faholah ~--cren TitiiberContracts 

3) Use of Grade Information 

Original grade estimates were set out in the Forest 

Officer's Report proposing the Taholah•Queets-Crane 

Creek Logging Units. By 1957, sufficient data on grade 

recovery had been accumulated to adjust the original . 
estimates. The grade data had been expanded from each 

succeeding year of logging and is recorded for each 

year and accumulative for all years to date. The grade 

information was applied to log prices using the latest 

3-year combined data. With the Secretary's decision 

of the 1966 Taholah appeal, the Taholah established 

grade prices are applied on a monthly basis to the log 

production to arrive at the monthly stumpage rate. 

R.e~ees~-GE-ane CreQ.k and-~o1:anGrade Recovery 
~ -Recor-0- PNI.A- Publicattons- -



4) Logging Cost Information 

The original appraisal and subsequent rate revising 

actions used cost information the result of study of 

purchaser cost records and experience in the economic 

area. The collection of this information became more 

formalized and s~cialized to what is essentially present-
\, . 

day methods. In the .. 1960 rate revision, the BIA adopted 

the USFS Region 6 cost''·~uides (West Side). In prior 
' °'·, 

/ ' revisions they had been us-_~_ for comparison purposes 
', 

and for certa,in specific items'--~f cost. Transportation 
/ 
' 

costs were/also standardized in the 1960 revision to 
/ 

use ofre State of Washington tariff tables. Items 

of cost not available otherwise are determined by 

separate cost determination of the BIA. 

f. Contract Administration Problems and Controversy 

1) Determination of change regarding ratios 

The Crane Creek and Taholah timber contracts provided 

initial rates (Section 6) and that these rates would be 

adjusted quarterly (Sections 7, 8, & 9) by application 

of the listed ratios to the log prices as published by 

the Pacific Northwest Logger's Association (PNLA). 
' ~ 

quarterly) adjustment feature was lost when tlxe !JiLA 
ceased to publish log prices ~n NoveIDQ~r 1%2. 

'-~_,..- "-----· 



In addition to the quarterly adjustments provision 

made for adjustment of the ratios (Section 10) by 

the Approving Officer when an altered situation 

warranted. This section language received varieJ 

interpretation. The purchasers held that only major 

changes in economics should be considered; however, 

the view of the BIA that changes such as costs, log 

prices, in addition to other changes are the proper 

considerations and this view prevailed and was presumably 

accepted. The purchasers, however, retained opinion on 

various aspects of the ratio changes while accepting 

them. 

2) Change in log market information source• Revision 
of Stumpage Rates 

With the dissolution of the PNLA November 13, 1962, a . 
new source of log price information was required and 

the decision of the Industrial Forestry Association 

(IFA) to publish log prices was1elcomed. The stumpage 

rate change procedure moved to Section 11 of the contracts, 

which stated rates would be revised "in accordance with 

the trend of economic conditions in the West Coast 

logging and lumbering industry (Taholah) and West Coast 

forest products industries (Crane Creek). Thei;e contro• 

versies subsequently developed. 



a) Purchasers maintained that the IFA was essentially 

the same as the PN'LA so that stumpage rate changes 

should continue to be made under Section 10. 

b) The difference in wording "logging and lumbering" 

versus "forest products industries" was noted by 

the purchasers and in their interpretation required 

measure by different means. 

c) The same question of the application to major 

changes only, was presented by the purchasers. 

All of these differed from the BIA view which was 

sustained in the subsequent revision actions and the 

BIA view has now become accepted without the recurring 

controversy, although the purchasers remain as hold

ing their own opinion. 

Upon tentative d~cision based on examination of 

indicators that economic conditions have changed to 

an extent to warrant revision of stumpage rates, a 

report is prepared entitled "Trend of Economic Conditions 

Relative to Revision of Stumpage Rates." This report 

is presented to the Approving Officer with recomm.enda• 

tions as to proceeding under Section 11 of the timber 

contract. 'l'he purchaser and Indian representatives 

are advised and a period of consultation is established. 



The report and other information is supplied the 

parties. Upon conclusion of the consultations required 

in the revision process, recom:nended stumpage rates 

are presented to the Approving Officer which become 

effective upon his notice to the purchaser and the 

Indian representatives. 

The report prepared is designed first to examine 

information reflecting the economic trend and 1 second, 

to calculate indicated revised stumpage rates. 

The processes, ratio changes using PNLA log prices, 

and revised stumpage rates using IFA log prices have 

been characterized by intensive and continuing con

tention between the purchasers and the Bureau of 

Indian Affairs, including Secretarial appeals and 

recourse to the Courts. Only recently, with the 

revision for effective date of August 1, 1971, in 

which rates were reduced, have the Indian representatives. 

become active contenders against both the purchaser's 

contentions and the revision process practiced by 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

Aside from the quarterly adjustments, the ratios and 

stumpage rates have been revie~ed thirteen times 

over the period of the contracts, the last nine being 

revisions under Section 11. 



3) Comparison with other stumpage sales 

Almost since inception Crane Creek and Taholah rates 

have received comparison with other timber sales in 

the area. Generally, this was comparison with USFS 

sales. Since the export market became a major factor 

in log prices, the comparison has shifted to smallj 

private and State of Washington sales, and more so 

as USFS has become subject to export restrictions. 

A list and chart of the USFS comparison is available. 

4) Application of log prices and logging costs 

Purchasers have consistently raised the question as 

to use of the IFA data: (a) inclusion of the Puget 

Sound market, (b) exclusion of logs produced for inter

company use. Under (a) the argument arises that 

little if any Crane Creek and Taholah production 

enters the Puget Sound Market. In opposition, the 

BIA has contended the Grays Harbor market alone is 

not representative. Under (b) the purchasers argue 

the IFA data is overweighted to export prices and 

that the export market tends to handle the better 

quality logs with the lower grades entering inter

company use, which IPA does not report. 

The logging cost guides of the U.S. Forest Service 

represent West Side operations of Washington and Oregon. 



The purchasers argue that the Quinault conditions 

are not well represented. Their costs claims are 

consistently higher and due, in their opinion, to the 

uniqueness of the Quinault forest. Beyond the basic 

difference, the application of the cost guides adjust

ment features are contended as to the factors applicable 

and particular costs not included in the USFS guides 

present special problems of application. 

5) Congressional inquiry into Quinault Sales 

The Quinault sales have been the subject of two 

inquiries. (a) Federal Timber Sale Policies - 1955-56, 

(b) Timber Sales-•Quinault Indian Reservation - 1957. 

These inquiries discussed many aspects of the BIA 

timber sale policy and practice. 

6) Purchaser appeals and influence on contracts 

The purchasers, without exception, raised objections 

on each and every change in stumpage rates. The 

first formal appeals were made in 1960, which was 

the fifth time the stumpage-to-log price ratios had 

been reviewed. Out of each review and the appeal 

came contract interpretations that became procedure 

for future administration of the contracts. '£he 1960 

appeals were denied by the Commissioner. In 1966, 



the stumpage rates were appealed by Aloha Lumber 

Corporation (Taholah Unit). This was the second 

rate revision under the Section 11 provision of the 

contracts. A Secretarial decision of March 10, 1967, 

generally upheld the Commissioner's stumpage revision 

action; however, Aloha proceeded to the courts, which 

culminated in a more or less neutral Memorandum Order 

dated September 9, 1969. However, further definition 
~u/--/ed 

of the stumpage revising process wa&--~i:fted. Aloha 

continued to appeal each successive rate revision on 

the basis of their court action. ITT Rayonier mean

while continued to argue differences in the several 

rate revisions and eventually appealed again to the 

rates to be effective July 1, 1969. This appeal was 

also denied. Aloha finally settled their appeals 

in 1969 in an Agreement dated May 28, 1970, ne,(otiated 
()' 

directly with Quinault representatives. 

7) Consultation Processes 

Both Sections 10 and 11 of the timber contract provided 

for consultation with the purchasers regarding intent 

to change stumpage-to-log ratios or revision of 

stumpage rates. The bar.is for the consultations, 

once notice has been given, has been the BIA report 

on the proposal. The consultations have had varying 

degrees of fort1ality. Usually the purchasers make 

both verbal and written presentations. Consultations 



with the timber owners, tribal officials and allottees, 

in general, are also held. The more recent trend 

has been for the consultations to be held jointly 

with all parties represented. A report of the meeting 

is furnished to the Cmmnissioner citing any reconmended 

changes to the stumpage rates as a result of the 

consultations. 

g. Period since October 18 1 1965 

The previous four sections wer~/designed to cover in 
/ 

a general mannet\ the timber.··cutting activity over 
'\ 
\ 

the SO-year period\ Th.i,s' section is intended to 

have considerably mo~detail; but as the problems 

and activity of th~1 six~ear period are culmination 
I 

of the foregoiny..'period, ~ch of the material previously 
' . 

mentioned will have current application. 

October 18, 1965, is an appropriate time to start 

since at that approximate time a revision of stumpage 

rates was being prepared and that particular revision 

and appeal by the purchaser would have continuing 

effect and attention over the entire period following 

to date. 1,lso, in 1965, the concern with proper treat

ment of streams was being given pointed attention. 

These two factors, revised stumpage rates and treatment 



of strcruns, arc probably the main factors of the 

current controversies. 

1) Revision of stumpage rates for effective date 
of Jan. 1, 1966, Taholah Logging Unit 

Rates were also revised on the Crane Creek Unit; 

however, they were accepted by the purchaser with 

what had become a pattern of consultation contention. 

The Taholah rates, however, were appealed to the 

Secretary of the Interior and, eventually, to the 

District Courts. The appeal is extensively and 

intensively documented in a mountain of current 

files. Aloha Lumber Corporation had been newly 

acquired by Evans Products Company and a mixture of 

the old and new regimes was concerned on the purchaser's 

part. 

The report revising stumpage rates followed the 

procedure established in previous actions. This 

action was, however, only the second since the demise 

of the Pacific Northwest Loggers Association (PNLA), 

which was the source of log prices used to review 

the stumpage-to-log price ratios under Section 10 

of the Taholah contract. The current source of log 

prices was the Industrial Forestry Assocation (IFA), 

and the revision action under Section 11 of the Taholah 

contract. 



Procedure had also been established to use of the 

USFS Region 6 logging cost guides. In examining 

the guides available in 19t:, the BIA concluded 

that the Forest Service cost guides were not representa

tive of the cost situation. As a result the previous 

report costs were advanced on the basis of the 

division of the increased value of logs by 75 percent 

to the stumpage owner and 25 percent to the purchaser 

as increased cost. This division was the same 

practiced in the quarterly adjustment features of 

other contracts let for sale of Indian timber. The 

BIA was of the opinion this allowance legitinlately 

covered the cost increases. While the BIA was eventually 

criticized for the method used to establish costs, 

its judgment as•to the USFS costs was substantiated 

in that the cost guide procedure and base was amended 

and changed by the USFS. 

2) The Aloha Lumber Corp. Appeal 

The appeal is well stated in the Secretary's decision 

on the appeal. It states: 

"Aloha's appeal is based upon the ground that the 

decision of the Connnissioner is contrary to the basic 

intent of the contract, because the Cor,missioner in 



establishing stumpage rates: (1) arbitrarily and 

capriciously disregarded actual costs of produc

tion existent in the industry; (2) arbitrarily and 

capriciously utilized a grade recovery factor which 

substantially overstates the actual grade of timber 

which can be expected to be realized in present and 

future operations by Aloha; and (3) selectively 

utilized trends of economic conditions in the West 

Coast logging and lumbering industry which tend to 

increase stumpage rates, while excluding from con

sideration trends which have the effect of reducing 

stlUilpage rates." 

The appeal can be reduced to five separate issues: 

a) Whether the stumpage adjustment procedures . 
set forth in Section 9 of the contract are applicable; 

b) Whether the Bureau's profit and risk allow

ance is adequate; 

c) Whether the Bureau I s use of a three-year 

average grade recovery is proper; 

d) Whether the Bureau's method of c011tputing 

wei.}:htcd lop, vahtoA is proper; and 

e) Whether the Bureau's failure to allow an 

increase in logging cost is proper. 



3) The decision of the Secretary of the Interior on 
the appeal. 

A hearing was l'eld at Portland, Oregon, by Deputy 

Assistant Secretary Robert E. Vaughan, at which time 

testimony was received from representatives of Aloha, 

the BIA, and certain Indian timber owners. As a result 

of the hearing and information submitted, the Secretary 

decided as follows: 

a) The Bureau's use of Section 11 in the January 1, 

1966, adjustment and future adjustments under the 

contract is hereby determined to be proper. 

b) The Bureau's allowance of 10.22 percent 

profit and risk factor is proper under the contract. 

c) Aloha should pay the timber owners for the 

actual grade of timber recovered. 

d) There i~no reason to allow Aloha the increased 

cost of transportation to the Puget Sound Area. 

e) Aloha has not been disadvantaged by the cost 

allowances used; consequently, Alohis appeal with 

respect to the Bureau's treatment of logging costs 

is hereby rejected. 

Upon subsequent application, the decision was roodified 

to provide that the BIA continue to pay the allottees 

on the basis of a single unit-wide stumpage rate for 



each species. This allowed the calculation of 

monthly stumpage rates by species instead of separate 

monthly rates for each allotment by species. It did 

not affect the prices to be paid by Aloha. 

4) Appeal to the District Court and Appeal Settlement 

The action was brought by Aloha Lumber Corporation 

for judicial review of the decision of the Secretary 

of the Interior of March 10, 1967, and sought return 

of monies paid under protest by Aloha. The court 

review produced a Memorandum Order No. 7198 which 

remanded the matter back to the Secretary to: 

a) Obtain adequate data as to any increment in 

the cost factors allowed in the 1964 adjustment 

which were reflected in a trend of economic condi

tions in the West Coast logging and lumbering industry 

as of the 1966 adjustment; and, determine whether 

disallowed costs had become at that time a normal 

cost in the relevant industry and, if so, determine 

a base for such cost es of the time the challenged 

adjustment was made. 

b) Establish a reasonable profit and risk factor 

in accordance with the trends in the West Coast logging 

and lumbering industry. 

The order also suggested that the BIA consider broadening 

the base for measuring log values (i.e., include the 

Columbia River market). 

~~;~~i 
·" 



As the matter was drawn out after the Court Order, 

the Secretary indicated he would be amenable to a 

settlement agreement that had favor with the tribe 

and the allottces. In a series of exchanges and 

meetings between Aloha and tribal and allottee 

representatives, an,'"Agreement of May 28, 1970, was 

completed and received approval of the Secretary on 

August 7, 1970. The approval was conditioned to 

written endorsement of modifications to the agree

ment. These provided: 

a) The currently used 30-<lay notice prior to 

adjustment remained in effect. If necessary, an 

additional period of time will be granted in which 

to complete arbitration, as provided in the terms 

of the agreement:. 

b) It shall be understood by all parties that 

the Secretary expects to accept the decisions rendered 

by the Arbitration Board pursuant to paragraph 3 of 

the agreement, as modified, but the Secretary shall 

not be bound to approve any arbitration decision 

which might be in conflict with the interests of the 

lntlian or the United St:ates. 

Hith the cor::ipletion of the agreement, the funds held 

in escrow were distributed as set out in the agreement. 



5) Procedures arising from the appeal and decisions 
and the settlement. 

At least as far as the Taholah contract was concerned, 

the revision of stumpage rates appeared to be 

reduced to a technical and established procedure 

in the arriving at log values and logging costs. 

The role of the ''Allottee' s Coumittee" to represent 

the allottees in general was given credence, and a 

provision for arbitration beyond the consultation 

stage was provided for in subsequent rate revisions. 

Application to the Crane Creek Unit, while not e>::act, 

would tend to follow the same pattern with the excep

tion of the Arbitration Board. 

6) Subsequent series of revisions of stumpage rates 

Stumpage rates were revised for effective dates of 

1/1/68, 1/1/69, 7/1/69, and 8/1/71. Aloha appealed 

the first three on the basis of any increment derived 

from their appeal of the 1/1/66 rates. ITT Rayonier 

appealed the 7/1/69 revision, and upon denial of their 

appeal, went on record as disagreeing with the decision 

of the Secretary on several £actors poi.nted out by 

ITT Rayonier. They url'.ed that a joint effort to 

establish fair and workable procedures for future 

use and to pursue other areas of controversy for 

their reduction or elimination. 



The revision for effective date of August 1, 1971, 

introduced new facets to the process. The consulta

tion on the Taholah rates did not obtain the desired 

agreement between the purchaser and the allottee 

representatives and the arbitration feature of the 

Agreement of May 28, 1969, was invoked. This Agree

ment provided in paragraph 3: 

It is understood of all parties that written 

notification will be received 60 days prior 

to the effective date of an adjustment. All 

parties will exert all effort to negotiate 

in good faith future stumpage adjustments 

prior to effective date. Should there be 

disagreement on specific items 40 days after 

start of negotiations, the specific items shall 

go to binding arbitration for a period of not 

more than 40 days, at which time a decision 

shall be rendered by the Arbitration Board. 

The Arbitration Board shall consist of three 

persons, one chosen by land owners and one by 

Aloha. It shall be incumbent upon the two 

selected to choose the third arbitrator who 

shall act as chairman. The third shall be 

selected within a 2-day period. If they are 



unable to select a third party, two new 

arbitrators will be selected. In their deter

mination the arbitrators shall be guided by 

the terms of the Taholah contract. Each 

party shall pay fees, cost, expenses, if any, 

of his arbitrator. The third arbitrator costs 

shall be shared equally by both parties. 

\e Agreement containing the arbitration feature na 

~:~ved by Assistant Secretary Loesch on Aug t 7, 

1970,\with conditions concerning the arbi 

a) hat the currently used 30•dyotice 

prior to a stumpage remain in 

effect. 

will be 

period of time 

arbitration, 

the agreement. as provided under 

b) 

the 

expects to accep 

by all parties to 

of the Interior 

of the 

agreement s modified by paragraph 3 letter, 

but th~ the Secretary shall not be bound to prove 
~ ~ 

any 4hitration decision which might be in confl!,t 1/u~ ~ 

~th the interests of the Indian; or the United States. 



The Arbitration Board met at Seattle, Washington, 

on July 21, 1971, and issued a decision under date 

of July 27, 1971. The Board consisted of Judge 

E. c. Cushing, Chairman, I. L. Trieger, Aloha, and 

N. D. Terry, Quinault interests. The Board reviewed 

the background and detail of the proposed revision 

of stumpage rates, and found for a trivial difference 

which changed logging costs 25¢ with corresponding 

25¢ reduction of the rates developed by the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs. The substantial reduction of 

stumpage rates made effective August 1, 1971, 

derived from the prices of the log market, not from 

action of the Arbitration Board although the board 

recognized the log price effect. Upon the Board's 

decision, the il.lottee representative notified his 

withdrawal from the Board and that the Board's 

recomnendations were not acceptable. The Secretary, 

however, accepted the Board's rec011Jtlendations and 

made the revised rates effective as of August l, 1971. 

The Crane Creek rates were also revised and the 

revised rates made effective August 1, 1971. 

ITT Rayonier had objec..:ed vigorously t.o the revised 

rates, which were a reduction of rates, differing 

with the BIA report approximately $4 per thousand 



board feet. The Aloha differences with the BIA 

report that ended up with the Arbitration Board 

were $.64 per MBF. 

The Quinault Tribe and allottee representatives 

refused to accept the revised stumpage rates but 

did not formalize an appeal. Instead, they resorted 

to blockage of the access to the logging unit. Aloha 

Lwnber Corporation proceeded to the U.S. District 

Court for relief against the blockage and were 

successful in obtaining a preliminary injunction 

against the tribe, the cormnittees, and named 

individuals--date of September 30, 1971. 

ITT Rayonier chose to meet with tribal representa

tives and, accordingly, committed themselves to pay 

the stumpage rates in effect previous to the revision. 

Upon petition to the Secretary by both parties, the 

previous rates were restored for Crane Creek stumpage. 



III.A. 

2. Presentation to the Market not to Best Advantage to the Allottee 

a. Size of Logging Units 

(1) General desire of Indian owners to gain some iumediate 

timber income. 

As could be expected, upon allotment the recipients thereof 

desired to obtain income from their timber holding. Since 

the reservation timberland was in an area with little access 

development, the innnediate demand arose from the allottees 

with the more accessible timber. The several large initial 

sales of the 1920s were among other considerations predicated 

upon generating timber volume and value that would sustain the 

large costs of access construction. As such access was con

structed, the access relationship of the more distant adjacent 

timberstands were changed to a continuing demand for income 

from succeeding groups was present. Upon the success of cutting 

in the initial large units, the idea of contracting all the 

reservation timberstands for cutover became popular. An early 

result of this idea was the attempt in 1929 to contract all 

the area north of the Quinault River in four concurrent large 

timber sales. At the same time, requests for fee patent, with 

the purpose of timber liquidation, were being advanced. 

The depression years and World War II acted as a depressant 

on the "contract all" idea but it gained popular support again 



in the latter 1940s and, eventually, resulted in the Boulder 

Creek, Crane Creek and Taholah contracti. The Queets area 

(the remaining approximately one-third of the area north of 

the Quinault River) did not receive a bid and was then subject 

to its own particular history. Evidence of the desire that 

all ownerships obtain some immediate income was the criticism 

of the single Taholah proposal of 1946-48, the requirement of 

advance payments, and the cutover in a period considerably less 

than a rotation. 

(2) Opportunity to practice under a plan of orderly cutover 

of the forest. 

The forest survey of 1915-17 was conducted with the view of 

developing forest management plans for the reservation on sound 

forestry principles. The resumption of allotting subsequent 

to the Payne decision was very discouraging to Foresters con

cerned. The clamor for individual interest income resulted 

in the contracting of five large units to be cut concurrently. 

These contained the bulk of the timber stands south of the 

Quinault River and provided for cutover in approximately 18 

years, whereas the rate of cutover under an 80-year rotation 
to I 

would have doubled the time"pertod fllx/cutover tho area. At 

least the large units offered a reasonable control of the cutting 

progression. In actual practice, the cutover of the units 

.r •. :.:. 

' < ··,~·~-~~\ 



proceeded much slower than contracted and tended to approach 

the rotation time interval. The cut was a progression of clear• 

cut, as was the general practice of the times. With the slower 

rate of cutting, regeneration of the stand by natural means was 

generally sufficient; however, it was recognized that a program 

of reforestation by plantation was also necessary to supplement 

the natural regeneration. In 1927-28 a second group of contracts 

of moderately large size were contracted and cut over concurrently 

with the much larger sales previously contracted. During the 

1930s and 40s, the volume cut declined far below that of the 1920s. 

Around 1935, the practice of very small sales on individual allot

ments became the contracting pattern with several hundred,eventually 

occurring. The practim of individual tree selection was also 

introduced as a cutting method and was a point of contention and 

argument for many years. Initially, the large volumes contracted . 
and the multiplicity of ownership under the large contracts, directed 

the Forestry program as one of the services to the contracts. 

Eventually, the multiplicity of individual allotments contracted 

had a similar effect even though the volume being harvested from 

the reservation had a large decline. 

The investigative and management planning side of Forestry practice 

was relegated to a minor effort intermittently inserted as other 

work demands allowed. All during these years, there was continuing 



examination of the Forestry program in terms of program funding 

in relation to the administrative fees collected with the result 

that staffing was controlled at a mininrum level and this was 

clearly the intent of Congress. 

(3) Opportunity to gain some i.ncome for a wide group of allottees 

within an immediate period and within contract length period. 

The contracting of timber in volume occurred at three points in 

the Quinault cutting history: 

Es t:Lmatea Volume 
') CJP'3 

1920-23 l-r41'8"" MM Board Feet 

,( 
,;JI-/ I 

1927-28 II ¼1.fr MM Board Feet 

J' (td) 
3, I $'3 

1950-52 II ~ MM Board Feet 

~s proposals were made by Forestry, they were met with the question 

as to how many individuals would be affected; and the groups who 

were not affected would reque·st equal consideration. The net 

result was then a group of sales covering a major portion of the 

reservation presented for sale and cutting concurrently. 

From the beginning, the timber contracts provided that the 

purchaser make advance payments upon the completion of the indi

vidual; allotment contracts grouped under the general contract. 

Until 1950, the long-term contracts provided a series of advances 

totaling 30 percent within six years and 50 percent within nine 



years. Recognizing the urgent demands for immediate income 

prospects, this was changed to 25 percent within 30 days and 50 

percent within six year •• Accordingly, the already present 

restrictive condition of prospective purchaser ability to invest 
rh, ,, u"' ~ 6 """ w3 

$ 

capital in da advance payments was increased. Because of the 
,l!_m r l,·.,,,-d,/eJ 67 7Atf i'M-5 t'rM //1,, e ;l;/J?/Jtr ,to/!/;,~~ ,# f,./,;,u le-s, 
large-r in.vestment and the variance of cut-out experience by 

allotment, the estimated volumes were held to conservative levels 

to reduce the risk that advance payments would exceed actual 
_.,,, .. .-,---· 

timt>er present. 

(4) Efficiency of sale preparation and administration of larger 

and fewer sales. 

Already with the initial allotting, the timber sale administration 

was to be one of intensive record and field activity. With the 

allotting of the remainder of the reservation, the die was cast 

that all timber sales would be similarly complex. It was natural 

and necessary that the forest administration seek any of the 

remaining alternatives that would provide some efficiencies. The 

major alternative available was a few large sales. Even so, the 

intensive record of individual scale and monies, establishment of 

boundaries, and control of log taking remained xk and left little 

time for other management activity. 

Timber sale administration can be divided into (a) accumulation 

of data and information on the proposed sale into a Forest Officer's 



Report, {b) advertisement nnd contracting, {c) logging planning, 

{d) sale operation and regulation activity, (e) scaling, (f) 

record of timber volume and money, (g) rate redeterminations, 

modifications, etc. Large sales provide the opportunity to 

handle certain of these on a group basis and organization of 

the intensive individual allotment detail for efficient handling. 

In terms of volume of timber harvested, the efficiency differ

ential can be several multiples. 

(5) High cost of handling transportation system into the 

roadless area. 

From the onset, plans for logging the Quinault Reservation were 

dependent upon extension of railroad systems which were the access 

bo markets. These extensions would be solely for the transport 

of logs with the accompanying high cost against stumpage. It was 

therefore accorded equitable that the system cost be borne on a 

broad basis; however, the higher volume resulting would reduce 

the risk due to development cost and increase the selling potential. 

The cutting pattern of the times {progressive clearcut) also was 

in part the need to amortize the high construction cost in a 

relative short term. With the advent of national and regional 

attention to highway construction and the improvements in truck 

equipment,highways becanic more and more a system connection to 

market; however, the bulk of the uncut Quinault lands were still 



relatively roadlcss and again the construction was to be borne 

by the stumpage alone. 

b. Period of time to complete the timber contract 

(1) Longer period allowed larger size. 

(Unit size is considered in the previous Section ) 

(2) Time interval between cutting of adjacent stands to allow 

the timber stand to regenerate. 

From a regeneration view, the time interval is solely to provide 

seed source to the areas as they are cutover. Both progressive 

clearcut and staggered clearcut blocks appear to give success. 

The progressive clearcut areas, however, experienced successive 

fires and lack the effect of green timber fire-breaks present in 

.the staggered block system. The staggered block became the 

desired system. Ideally, to regenerate itself completely, the 

cutting period would be lone.enough to have seed bearing trees 

regenerated on the first series of staggered block cutover to 

seed the last series cutover. 

c. Alternative plans and views as to timber harvest and provision 

for income. 

(1) Progressive harvesting of the reservation on a rotation 

of approximately 30 years with access by sale progression. 

The progressive harvesting was the ,,cneral pattern of the logging 

units contracted in the 1920s. It l'cpended upon extension of the 



railroad logging systems that logged the area south of the Quinault 

River on through the remainder of the reservation; and further, 

that the regional cut would progress beyond the reservation into 

the untapped timber resources of the Olympic Peninsula held in 

National Forests. The rejection of the bids on the four large 

Quinault units in 1929 followed by the depression and World War II 

halted this expansion and completion of the cutover of the reservation. 

(2) Sale as one or a few large units at the same time. 

This was a repetition of the progressive harvesting idea advanced 

again strongly after World War II. There was reluctance to expose 

all the remaining timber in one sale. The proposals to make a 

~ale of part of the area at a time when even a large sale met with 

resistance on the basis that all allottees with timber holdings 

in the relatively untouched area north of the Quinault River should 

derive prompt benefit of whatever pattern of sales was decided 

upon. Eventually, agreement was to divide the area into four 

logging units to be sold at the same time. 

(3) Purchase by the United States. 

In 1939 the Department of the Interior submitted a draft of proposed 

legislation for the Government to acquire the lands of the c:uinault 

Indian Reservation. Presumably, the lands would then be put into 

national park or forest status. The legislation did not receive 

attention beyond the proposal review. 



(4) Incorporation of allotted timber holdings. 

Various ideas centered on the pooling of the timber interests 

and issuance of shares were advanced from time to time. In 1944 

the Acting Director of Forestry suggested an organization which 

might be named the Quinault Timber Association. Similar ideas 

had been expressed over the years as a solution to the regulation 

of income to all the timber owners and necessary support was 

never attained. 

(5) Allow individuals to sell timber by allotment. 

With the reduction of timber sale activity in the 1930s, individual 

allottees were able to locate demand for readily accessible timber. 

-Literally hundreds of such sales have been made. Due in part to 

the use of selective logging which removed a minor part of the 

timber stand, there was alloCtee contention that they be allowed 

to enter into sale of their timber without Government regulation 

or contracting. This movement was ended in the case of Eastman vs. 

United States. In the 1960s the provision for issuance of Special 

Allotment Timber Cutting Permits was initiated. This permit allows 

allottees who are considered capable of handling their own timber 

business affairs to log and/or sell their timbei.· upon issuance of 

the permit to th.::m. Pra,;tically all sales of timber on the Quinqult 

are now by special permit. 



d. Crane Creek and Taholah Contracts. 

(1) Presale discussion and preparation. 

The area north of the Quinault River of which Crane Creek and 

Taholah are approximately two-thirds was proposed and advertised 

for sale as early as 1929, and bids were actually received but 

were rejected. In the early 1940s, interest was renewed and 

eventually evolved to the proposal of the Taholah Logging Unit 

in 1946. Various objections to the proposed sale were voiced 

and the alternatives of a cooperative association, Indian enter

prise, a larger overall unit were forwarded and discussed. Subse

quently, the proposal was made entitled the North Quinault Logging 

Unit. This would encompass all the area north of the Quinault 

River and satisfy the main objection to the Taholah proposal, 

i.e., that only a portion of the allotted interest of uncut timber 

would realize any stumpage return in the immediate future. 

The Bureau of Indian Affai.rs was reluctant to undertake sale in 

one unit, and finally decision was arrived at to divide the area 

into four units, Taholah, Crane Creek, Queets, and Boulder to be 

advertised for sale at the same time. 

(2) Solicitation of allottees consent to P/A. 

Realizing that'any large sale of timber or sale of the remaining 

uncut area was a complex undertaking, the task of checking inheri

tance records and location of allottees and heirs was carried 



forward while the sale proposals and alternatives were being dis

cussed. Some 1,380 allotments with 2,500 interests were involved. 

By the time the Taholah, Crane Creek, Queets proposal was presented 

in 1948, approximately 60 percent of the allotment owner interests 

had signed consents to the sales. Information to the allottees 

was presented in meetings and individual inquiries, both in person 

and by letter. The level of interest among the timber owners 

was high with resultant wide discussion and dissemination of informa

tion. A vast majority favored prompt sale of the timber. 

(3) Advertisement and subsequent contracting. 

The Crane Creek, Taholah, Queets, and Boulder Creek Units were 

advertised for sale in 1949. One bid for the Crane Creek Unit at 

advertised rates was received by Rayonier Incorporated. They subse

quently chose to forfeit the bid rather than execute the contract; 

this was no doubt due to the decline in log prices during 1949. 

Under authority of 25 CFR _________ , the Boulder Creek 

Unit was sold by negotiation to the Wagar Lumber Company and the 

Taholah Unit was similarly sold to the Aloha Lumber Company. In 

1952, the Crane Creek Unit was again advertised for sale. Rayonier 

Incorporated submitted the only bid and executed the contract in 

June 1952. The Queets Vnit was not readvertised at the time and 

treatment of the area became a pattern of small sales of allotments 

that were the more accessible and of better quality. The fee 



patent and supervised sale policy of the BIA also provided outlet 

for timber owners to market their lands upon which the timber was 

the principal value. 

(4) Contract terms for specific purposes. 

a) The advance payment schedule required 50 percent pay

ment of estimated value within six years with 25 percent of 

execution of the allotment contract subsidiary to the general 

contract. 

b) St1.DUpage rates to be paid in each succeeding quarter 

determined on basis of log prices and application of fixed ratios 

to the log prices. 

c) Ratio changes as altered situations would warrant. 

d) Review of stumpage rate in event PNLA log prices are 

not representative or are unavailable. 

e) The Crane Creek contract provided for possible scale 

by a log scaling bureau. 



. , . ' 

III. A. 

3. Early Removal of Higher Quality Timber Stands 

a. The order of removal 

Three parameters generally controlled the cutting progression. 

These were (1) the progressive construction of mainline and 
1 

:t:.aQer~ing roads so that cost-production relationship was 

reasonably maintained, (2) the silvicultural system required 

the leaving of uncut blocks of timber for purposes of regenera

tion of the timber stand, and (3) the merchantable aspect of 

the timber encountered in the development area. The readily 

accessible areas on the south part of the unit were naturally 

entered first and they seem to have been the better quality 

stands. Generally, the unit has been developed in an orderly 

manner as indicated by the succession of maps of cutover. What 

advantage is present overall as to order of cutting based on 

taking better quality first is indeterminate since, eventually, 

all the designated timber will be cutover and the stumpage 

rate will reflect the grade present. 

b. Logging Plans 

Section 22 of the Crane Creek contract specifically provides 

that the purchaser shall submit a pl~n of his logging operations 

for each contract year. Section 2 of the contracts and Section 9 

of the General Timber Sale Regulations also bear on timber to 

be cut and logging progression, and while less specific is used 

\ 



to require logging plans for the Taholah cutting. Initial 

guidelines for the preparation of logging plans were developed 

from the inception of the contracts. They provided that the 

purchaser would submit a plan for the year's cutting to be 

reviewed by the Officer in Charge. Approval of the finalized 

plans is made for the Taholah Unit by the Superintendent; for 

the Crane Creek Unit, the Area Director. The plans have been 

flexible to allow changes in areas of logging to meet market 

conditions, income needs of individual allottees, silvical 

problems, and the salvage of timber damaged by blowdown or 

fire. At the same time, the economics of construction of the 

access to the timber stands and the staggered block cutting 

requirements limited the choices available. In determining 

both the road development and the block layout, purchaser and 

Forestry personnel maintained close field contact and exam

ination so that the plans, when formalized and presented for 

review, contained by and large concensus already reached. 

The key document to the formal presentation was the map of 

the logging unit showing logging and road development pro

gression and the proposed new cutting blocks and road layout. 

At time passed and isuues arose, the formal documents became 

more extensive and vnrious field data listed. The map, however, 

remained the principal document. At present, the logging plan 

has become an intensive document developed and reviewed with 



Indian representation,(B.S.F. & W.L.) purchaser, and BIA 

input. The plan investigations also serve to obtain factors 

necessary to the use of the U.S. Forest Service logging cost 

guides and the revision of stumpage rates. 

) 



III.A. 

4. Presale estimates of volume and grade were inadequate 

Quinault timber sales from inception in the early 1920s used the 

cruise information of the 1915-17 forest survey. In the 1920s 

there was some apprehension as to these volumes due to the 

incidence of blowdowns. The sales proposed in the late 1940s 

also used the 1916 survey for volume estimation. The need for a 

current re-cruise was recognized and also that the overall volume 

present in the proposed timber sales was far in excess of the old 

forest survey estimates. This overall knowledge, however, was not 

available to the degree that it could be applied to volume predic• 

tion on each of the hundreds of individual allotments included in 

the timber sales proposed. Program facilities were not available 

to make the new cruise and the intensity that would be required to 

identify estimated volumes on each allotment would have entailed 

long delay in presentation of the timber sales even if the Forestry 

program was so supported by funds and personnel. 

Under the premise that prompt action to present the timber for sale 

was overriding,the sales were made on the 1916 forest survey inform.a• 

tion and the advance payments calculated accordingly. 

Grade information was available only as tho experience of previous 

timber sales and comparison judgmentB of the foresters from their 

field examinations of the timber stands. As actual grade recovery 

from the units (Crane Creek and Taholah) became available, applica

tion was made in determination of log value used in the calculation 



of stumpage rates. 

The original grade recovery estimates had inaccuracies. Considering 

the major species, redcedar and hemlock, on the Taholah Unit the 

redcedar recovery has been lower in No. 1 logs and higher in No. 2 

and 3s. On the Crane Creek Unit the redcedar recovery has been much 

better than estimated. The hemlock recovery on both units has been 

considerably less than estimated in the peeler and No. l grades. 

The evidences of these lesser grades were immediately apparent when 

grading of logs became part of the scaling process. Grade recovery 

data by year and accumulations by year are available. 
r; /1 

It is difficult to mteasure the effect of these estimates as to 

value received. The long-term nature of the contracts has generally 

required that all the factors be examined in the light for changes 

that have occurred in markets and operating procedures. The volume 

cut under the timber contracts beyond the sale estimates had limited 

effect on appraisal since average industry costs were used with only 

partial adjustment as to sale character. The amount of timber taken 

was measured by actual scale and payment received accordingly. The 

contracts also contained provisions for price adjustments which, 

among other factors, would consider the additional volume to be 

cut. The increase in sale volume over estimates was also due in 

part to the changes occurring in respect to merchantability of a 

particular timber stand. The viewing of grades of logs also changes 

as the log values rise and utilization practices progress. 
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III~S. Use of inaccurate and improper scaling procedures. 

The log production from Indian lands has traditionally been scaled 

by employees of the BIA. The method employed is stated in the General 

Timber Sale Regulations of 1920 and the Standard Timber Contract 

Provisions of 1960. These employ in general recognized scaling rules 

and techniques. Scaling frequently reflects the practical consideration 

of the physical conditions that exist at the scaling location. Differ• 

ences as to specific application of rules have occurred and special 

rules are used where specifically provided by contract or regional 

rules. Where Indian timber contracts have provided for and used the 

services of Scaling Bureaus, or scaling by another Federal agency, 

the BIA has previously entered into agreements as to how the scaling 

is to be accomplished and the scaling rules to be followed. 

The West Side (Coastal) scaling procedures have required, due to the 

many land ownerships of the area, that logs be marked by a registered 

brand as they are yarded so that ownership is defined. Such practice 

fitted the I1U.1ltiple ownership of Quinault. The log brand is recorded 

in the scaling action. The handling of the scale sheet recording the 

log is prescribed by intensive instructions as to record and payment 

to the stumpage owner. The procedural flow is as follows: 

(1) A logGing plan consisting of severnl logging blocks is 

prepared for each lobging year. 

(2) Log brands ~re assiGned by allotment and the logs are branded 
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as they are felled and bucked according to location by property 

lines. 

(3) Logs are yarded and loaded and a truck ticket prepared listing 

the number of logs and brand. 

(4) Upon delivery to the scaling point, log load is scaled and 

recorded by brand. 

(5) Scaling Bureau issues scale record documents in required detail. 

(6) Scale documents are posted to provide volume total and total 

by allotment. 

(7) Scale report by allotment prepared and monthly Report of Timber 

Cut totaling all scale reports prepared. 

(8) Scale reports posted to Timber Money Record. 

(9) Journal Vouchers prepared for distribution of monies to appropriate 

accounts. 

Parallel with these actions are contro\ and audit processes which include 

technical and accounting check of the actions, estimates of timber cut and 

not scaled, and advance cutting, collection of advance deposits from the 

purchaser. 

Accepted practice is to use the scaling systems and rules common to the 

marltet area as the selling values and costs used to determine the conversion 

return as based on the expectation of the market. Changes in scaling rules 

effect the log value reflected in :..he r.a.:irket .:ii; the rule becomes general use. 

Where a long-te-rtn timber contract has provisions for re-examination of stumpage 
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rates and inserts current market value which reflects the common scaling 

rule, a rule of the contract can be changed by the realization adjustment, 

and subsequent use of the common rule c .. ee ked: ,,i:ene1:MI: fu ti.Cl! ad.31:tstment 

Water scaling was a corrmon practice for scaling logs since much of the log 

movement was by rafts. This method became less acceptable as log values 

increased because it did not allow the accuracy of measure and observation 

demanded in the marketing of logs. It was discontinued for Indian logs in 

----------· 
Acceptance of third party (Scaling Bureau) scale became widespread by 1950 

and it was natural that the BIA institute such scaling in Indian timber 

contracts •. 

±V;:.::..:1'.. 

The Crane Creek contract provided for such scaling and the Taholah contract 

was modified March 21, 1956, to allow use of a Scaling Bureau. The change 

required the purchaser to enter into an appropriate agreement with the 

,Scaling Bureau. A corresponding scaling agreement between the Bureau of 

Indian Affairs and the Scaling Bureau was also executed. 

With the adoption of scaling by the Scaling Bureau, the Scaling Bureau's 

rule respecting scaling, gradinc, ;md mcrchontd,ility became the applkablc 

rules as to material to be taken as a merchantable lot;. 
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This resulted in certain changes as the Scaling Bureau rules differed 

substantially from those practiced by the BIA and stated in the contract 

and general provisions. The most obvious of these include: 

(1) Scale on the basis recognizing 40 feet as the maximum length 

of a single log. 

(2) Utilization to a diameter of 6 inches in the tops. 

(3) Minimum trim allowance of 8 inches. 

(4) Rules as to calculation of defect and measurement of diameter. 

(5) Designation of the log grade as scaled. 

The 40-foot rule had the effect to reduce the volume over the rules practiced 

by the BIA. Various opinion has been expressed as to what the exact effect 

is on volume and as a result of a study made at the time,the BIA settled 

on a volume differmce of 12 percent. The other significant results of the 

scaling change was the development of actual log grade recovery and the 

utilization of logs to a smaller top diameter. With the ratio adjustment 

of 1955, prerequisite adjustment was made to the stumpage rates for the 40-

foot rule change and this was carried forward in the subsequent evaluations 

used to determine ratio changes. Subsequent evaluations also introduced 

log pricing based on the grade recovery eh1>erience obtained from the Bureau 

Scale and other factor changes possible because of the more factual data 

and market analysis. 
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JI]. • A. 6. Inadequate Logging Practices 

Initial development of the reservation forests had to consider 

amortization of the costs of access construction to make the timber 

marketable. Logging in the 1920s was characterized by the use of 

railroads whose construction costs required large volume of timber 

per mile of construction. Such was the condition present on the 

Quinault; access and logging of the timber would bear such costs 

only by clearcutting as the rail system progressed into the timber 

areas. The factor of timber sale size combined with clearcutting 

to make the timber merchantable. 

•• Selective Cutting Methods 

Emphasis on selective cutting in the Quinault forest came with 

the regulations of 1936 which derived from the Indian Reorganiza

tion Act. Initial application included two patterns: (1) leaving 

of trees for stream and scenic protection and effect, (2) removal 

of a minor part of the timber stand with planned return periodically 

for additional cuts (individual trees selected for cutting). 

These methods (generally applied to East Side forests of the 

ponderosa pine region) backed by official policy was proved to 

be inapplicable to the Quinault Forests due to the blowdown 

eventually experienced. Whereas, ,~pecial treatment was desired 

for stream and scenic values,leave strips and partial overall 

cuts were not the answer. to the blowdown that would eventually 

occur. While iip&cial treat-meat is-desired in regatd to the 
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-se-enic- ar,.d stream values, it lies in ptactice other than jnst 

appli.eation of individual selection tro-&- c11tt1 ng. 

b. Staggered Clearcut Blocks 

The staggered clearcut falls within the definition of selective 

cutting. The words selective and selection as applied to timber 

cutting have been subject to hairsplitting interpretation; and 

as presently defined, conflict with previous understandings of 

the words. 

The progressive clearcut system evolved to the staggered clearcut 

block system as the result of several factors, both economic and 

silvicultural, but was possible by the economic changes of (1) 

technological advance in the design of road building and log 

hauling equipment and (2) ratio of product value to cost of 

production. Another economic effect was that the partial cut 

allowed quicker progression over the logging unit area and thus 

opportunity for more allottees to share in the earlier returns 

from stumpage. The silvicultural aspect considered the fire

break effect of residual green timber blocks and the more positive 

seed source. From an aesthetic view, the large desolate cutover 

aspect was dimished. 

c. Modification for !>alv<1;~c Activity 

Within a few years after start of logging on the Taholah and 

Crane Creek Units the economics of utilization were such that 



(1) Waste Scale 

The material that is waste scaled comes from two basic causes: the 

material was merchantable by piece standard and should have been 

taken, or the material resulted from mistreatment of a f~lled tree. 

The waste scaler methodically examines the cutover area considaring 

the conditions that prevailed in the uncut stand. Excessive leave 

of waste is not an acceptable logging perform.a.nee and the Purchaser 

may be required to relog an area where excessive waste is encountered. 

In areas where defect and residue is present in large volume, the 

waste scale is a difficult and time-consuming task requiring use of 

insight gained from experience with the logging operation. 
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small size and pieces of material had indicated demand. All 

parties were ~nterested in salvaging this material that would 
11 i'l a l///2 t:-d 

otherwise remain muttttherieed and modifications of the contracts 

were completed to provide for the taking of materials for pulp

wood, shakeboards, and shingle bolts. The production was made 

optional to the Purchaser. Production under the salvage modifica

tion never reached expectation and has been sporadic. 

d. Residues present after logging 

The cedar stands are characterized by high residue volume. the 

result of dead trees and deadfall naturally present and the 

effect, and slash from logging. Since cedar is more predominate 

on the Taholah Unit, this is a more extensive problem there. The 

residue is said to (1) block regeneration, (2) be a fire hazard, 

and (3) be unpleasing in appearance. However, until the economic 

solution of removal of the residues arrives, these drawbacks 

must be borne if the stands are to be logged, nor are they unbear -

able if the natural processes are allowed to occur and maximum 

utilization available to the times is exercised. The usual 

alternative advanced is to burn the residue. Such action requires 

that provisions for planting the area be available. Usually 

ignon,d in th<' lnrrn:ln:', olternntivr• iA a dt~term:l.m1tion of t:he 

dama 0 t: risk present. :,i 1;v,t1.,':f.e ti qtl? - A ffJ.c/2~~,d 
':i) ~ ,'cesthetic Criticism 

l 

The logged-over areas of the Crani:.: Creek and Taholah Units present 
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a poor aspect to the casual observer. The stands, particularly 

those of cedar, are very decadent and contain high volume of 

dead standing and down timber. When the area is logged, the 

slash of the green timber is added to the debris already present 

although the dead material may be somewhat reduced by the taking 

of salvageable material. 

{J)ffl• Slash and Residue Treatment 

Decision was made early that, with very limited exception, the 

slash would not be disposed of by burning. Several factors 

were considered in this decision. 

a) The residues contained large amounts of materials 

currently salvageable or with prospects of salvage attention. 

b) Burning of the slash areas would require planting to 

regenerate the timber stand and the prospect of reforesta-

' tion funds were not present. 

c) The cost of burning, aside from a high risk of timber 

and property damage, and of planting were not economically 

sound when natural regeneration could be obtained. 

d) The fire risk of the untreated slash did not appear 

excessive if reasonable cautions were exerted. 

e) Residues left on tho ground following cloarcutting serve 

a useful purpose in controlling the movement of soil in 

areas of high rainfall. 

f) A study of the u.s. Forest Service indicated hemlock 

regeneration chances are more favorable when the area is not 

burned. 
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c. Stream Treatment 

Attention began to be focused on the effect of logging on 

streams in the early 1960s. The timber contract general regu

lations provided for the leaving of streamside strips, but this 

was an aesthetic purpose and past attempts at leave strips had 

resulted in eventual blowdown of the reserve timber. As a 

result of the new attention, meetings were held to resolve 

the problems of logging in relation to the fisheries aspect 

of the streams. While considerable material was available dis

cussing proper stream treatment, the evolvement of this informa• 

tion into practices satisfactory to all the parties reviewing 

the stream treatment was slow. Meanwhile, the Taholah and 

Crane Creek purchasers had proceeded with stream cleanup methods 

as directed by the Branch of Forestry. 

Particular problems associated with the streams are: 

a) The timber owner is most concerned with receiving 

the timber revenue and does not wish to leave several 

thousand dollars' worth of timber in leave strips on the 

allotment, and the loss to blowdown risk is high. 

b) Many fee patent lands are astride streams and outside 

the control of the BIA. 

c) Streams may have been in poor condition prior to the 

logging which exposes this condition. 
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d) The fisheries benefits accrue mainly to the resident 

population who is generally not the land-timber owner of 

the timber to be logged. 

Differences as to what would constitute proper treatment has 

been a problem which has been reduced ma~erially with the recent 

intensive development of logr,ing plans. 

7. Inadequate Road System and Construction Standards 

The Taholah and Crane Creek road system tends to be castigated because 

there is not a readily identifiable record to show the roads were 

required to be built in a certain manner. It is recognized that the 

road construction quality has generally been satisfactory and com

parable to logging roads built by other public agencies to log timber. 

While they do not meet the demand of a public road system they were 

never required to, nor should they have to meet such standards at 

the expense of the stumpage. 

The road systems required were both extensive and expensive, generally 

requiring substantial rock fill and the cost is borne by the stumpage 

owner. The roads were required to bear and sustain a heavy timber 

volume traffic. In addition they have adequately served other access 

needs. That they have been able to sustain the timber harvest traffic 

on a year-around basis in a climate of very heavy rainfall, speaks the 

quality of the construction. In many cases the roads evolved have a 

standard higher than what would be reasonable to charge against stumpage. 
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While detailed road plans were not drafted, the plans for logging 

the units and the pattern of road progression clearly show the roads 

did not just happen. The road system layout and the progression of 

construction is and was generally controlled by the factors of 

silvicultural treatment, topography and the economics of road cost 

amortization. In addition effect on the system has been present from 

the demand that certain allotments be approached to attain earlier 

income to the timber owners. 

It is generally recognized that logging roads are the major source of 

soil movement and erosion on logging units. On the Quinault roads 

have also created dam effect in swampy areas and restricted drainage 

of such areas. Control of these have been considerations of road 

construction and location, and error and faulty construction experienced 

has been quite limited. Over the years recognized standards of con-
• 

struction has experienced change and the units roads have not been 

imnunc to such change. 

.}, 
:'-'.\~':{ 
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m.A. J. m Improper Marking of Allotment Boundaries 

The timber contracts generally require the Purchaser to locate and 

maintain allotment property survey markings. Since the logging is 

by staggered clearcut blocks which may contain several ownerships, 

the line running requires location of lines and corners both internal 

and external to the blocks. These activities are accomplished prior 

to the logging operations and subsequent to the logging lines are 

re-identified if salvage operations are expected to occur. Corner 

locations are maintained and re-established if d~ged or destroyed 

by the logging operation. As the timber is felled and yarded, the 

Purchaser, based on the line location, marks each log developed from 

the trees with a predetermined ownership mark. As adjacent settings 

and blocks are logged, rerun of lines is frequently necessary to tie 

line location to property corners. The administrative activity of 

the Bureau Foresters includes verification of these performances by 

the Purchaser and assistance to the Purchaser where line and corner 

location problems are encountered. 
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III. B. Powers of Attorney--Misrepresentation, Undue Influence and 
Coercion 

Critics of the manner in which the Bureau of Indian Affairs presented 

tillber sale proposals and obtained the timber owner consents generally 

ignore the long series of events starting in the late 1920's and 

culainating in the long-term Crane Creek and Taholah contracts. They 

tend to make judgments as to how things sh01Jld have proceeded by 

invention of conditions. 

The persons with timber ownership_involved in the timber for aale were 

scattered all over the United States. The only practical manner to 

reach thia wideapread ownership was by general information circulars. 

Due to the longstanding debate and interest of allottees as to gaining 

income .from their allotted timber, the Indians had already gained 

considerable knowledge as to the procedure& required in the sale of 

Indian timber.by personal contact with Bureau employees and from general 

,-etings held. 



Powers of Attorney Obtained for Crane Creek and Taholah Timber Sales •• 

The sale of timber on the area north of the Quinault River was a popular 
cielaand of the Indian steaaing·from the allotment of the area following 
the Payne decision. In 1929 plans were completed to offer the area 
for sale in four large blocks. One bid was received on each logging 
unit but the bids were all rejected by the Secretary of the Interior 
after the sales became the point of extensive criticiaa. Thus, the 
allotted ownera of the area were acquainted in the 1920 1 s as to the 
procedures of sale by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The depression 
decade followed and intenae intereat again developed following World 
War II. 

The file period 1945•1949 covers the development of the timber sales 
north of the Quinault River that are the baais of the subsequent timber 
harvest and land treatment. The initial proposal of the Taholah Unit 
was vigorously opposed by the Indians, particularly the Quinault 
Council, because it did not provide for the sale of everyone'• allot• 
aent. The second proposal, the North Quinault Unit was not acceptable 
because of its size. The final proposal, division into four units 
for sale at the same time was the compromise and decision by the Bureau. 

The following points are supported fully by the files. 

1. Discussion and proposals for selling the timber north of the 
Quinault River were extensive and numerous ranging back to 
the mid•l920's. 

2. The large majority, if not entire Indian opinion, was for 
sale of all the timber and~cutover as soon as possible. 

3. Bureau policy was to discourage, if not to outright refuee, 
individuals from making separate sale of their allotted timber 
of the north area by either their own action or by the Bureau. 

4. Induetry exerted opposing pressures for large-few sale• and 
for 811&11-many sales. 

s. Industry interest in the •ales finally advertised was wide
spread as the sales were being developed. 

6. Economic activity in the forest products industry was high in 
the mid•40's but declined at decade end at the time the sales 
were presented to the market. 

7. Sustained-yield as exemplified by cut of a recurring calculated 
allowable volume each year had to be compromised to meet the 
demands of the many owners for more inaediate cutover and 
income. 
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8. Inquiry and reply as to the sale of timber and the sales 
finally evolved created a coaaon public knowledge. 

The obtaining of the powers of attorney to sell,the allotted timber was 
an extensive effort of years due to the number and heirship of ownership. 
By the ti.Ille the reports were completed that were the basis for advertise• 
•nt of the timber sales, approximately 60 percent of the consents had 
been obtained and by ti• of contracting, the percentage was over 90 percent. 

The •thods of obtaining the allottee consent through the powers of attorney 
was complex 1ince ownership involved persons ac::attered all over the United 
States. The only practical manner to reach the widespread ownership 
was by general information circulars. Due to the long-standing debate 
and interest of allottees •• to obtaining income froa their allotted 
timber, the Indians had already gained considerable knowledge as to the 
procedures required in the sale of Indian timber by personal contact 
with Bureau employees and from general meetings. 

Thus, the powers of attorney were acquired principally in the period 
1946-1949, and continued into the contract period. Both mail and 
personal contact were used. The accumulation was initially for the Taholah 
Unit area but this was expanded to the entire area and sorted to the 
eventual unit divisions. 

Personal testimony•• Wilcox, Skarra 
Custody of Records• Hoqui• Field Station (Records Center) 
S,aplea attached 


